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FADE IN:
BLACK SMOKE fills the sky as -
HUGE ELLIPTICAL BARRAGE BALLOONS 
- float placidly in and out of clouds.  
The WIND picks up, battering the balloons violently as - 
A SQUADRON OF GERMAN BOMBERS  
- pierces the clouds, their deadly DRONE growing LOUDER.    
TITLE: WARTIME LONDON, NOVEMBER 1940 
EXT. STREET - DUSK
AIR RAID SIRENS start up.  Panic in the streets as an 
ambulance barely misses a soot-covered clean-up crew.
EXT. UNDERGROUND STATION - DUSK
Scores of Londoners rush the staircase. An ELDERLY ARP WARDEN 
shouts out.   
WARDEN
Easy, easy! You’ll all get down in 
plenty of time! 
INT. THE UNDERGROUND - CONTINUOUS 
A SEETHING MASS OF HUMANITY, 
- of hundreds trying to find a few square feet to sit. The 
noise of SHOUTING ADULTS and FRIGHTENED CHILDREN is 
deafening.  As people settle, they produce food, beer and 
candles.
In their midst, we see
JANE HARDCASTLE
- early thirties, upper-class, gorgeous, in a tiny alcove 
with no room to move. Turning her attention from the 
commotion, she searches her bag, takes out a large envelope 
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(CONTINUED)
with the emblem: 
“British Broadcasting Corp.”
She pulls out
A BOUND SCRIPT 
“Wind in the Willows,” Adaptation by Jane Hardcastle
ON JANE
- looking irritated as she takes a pencil from the bag. She 
flips through the pages. 
A CHILD’S BALL 
- rolls along the floor, bumps against bag. She looks up.
A SCRUFFY FIVE-YEAR-OLD BOY 
- stares at her with intensely DEEP AND LARGE GREEN EYES. 
Odd. Unsettling.  She returns to the script. The boy kneels, 
touches her coat.  
JANE
(annoyed)
You’ll make me dirty. Please go 
away.  
She kicks the ball. He rises, follows. Then, from above,
A MASSIVE EXPLOSION.
Jane panics. Lights flicker as she exchanges a fleeting 
glance with the boy, settling on his eyes. 
ANOTHER BOMB RUMBLES, 
Echoing through the Underground. Closer. 
Somewhere a VIOLIN is playing a lullaby.  
MALE VOICE (O.S.)
Shut that bloody row.
FEMALE VOICE (O.S.)
Mind your language around children.
2
(CONTINUED)
MALE VOICE (O.S.)
My language can't be near as bad as 
that racket he's making.  Play 
something decent.
A badly sung strain of a DRINKING SONG, "Roll Out the Barrel" 
begins.  
Another deafening RUMBLE.  The singing pauses, then continues 
with defiance.  Children look upward in fear.  A woman nudges 
Jane.
WOMAN
Sing up love!
Jane turns away.  
ON JANE
Her breath quickens. She pulls her coat tight in a feeble 
attempt to shield herself from the chaos.
Another loud RUMBLE. Jane forces her eyes closed.
INT.  UNDERGROUND STATION - MORNING
Jane suddenly wakes, the Woman sleeping next to her.  
Everything is deathly quiet.  Nudging the Woman away, she 
stands stiffly, gathers her belongings.  
EXT.  TUBE STOP - EARLY MORNING
Jane emerges from the Underground.  Reaching the top of the 
stairs she sees
RUINS.
The entire area is unrecognizable as people make their way 
through the rubble.  Inexperienced HOME GUARDSMEN struggle to 
control their hoses at blazing fires.  Smoke and dust 
everywhere. Ambulance workers tug on the clothes of a 
lifeless form buried in the rubble.
STRETCHER BEARER (O.S.)
Pardon me.
Jane looks up.  Two men carry a covered BODY on a stretcher.  
Stepping aside, she walks away.
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INT.  BBC STUDIO - DAY
A white-haired actor speaks loudly into the microphone. 
ACTOR
(reading)
"With a cry of horror the whole 
party rose and flung themselves on 
him.  `Seize him!' they cried, 
`seize the Toad, the wicked animal 
who stole our motor-car!  
INT.  SOUND BOOTH - CONTINUOUS
On the flip side of glass three men watch: COLIN BELL, early 
forties, upper-class, crisp, AUBREY WILCOX, seventy-
something, red-faced, cantankerous, and MALCOLM MacLELLAN, 
compact, working-class Scot. All are weary and annoyed with 
the actor’s reading. 
EXT.  BBC HEADQUARTERS, BROADCASTING HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
Statue of ARIEL AND PROSPERO perched over the entrance. 
Sandbags stacked high with several soldiers at the door.  
Directly below,
JANE 
- steps up, composes herself. A soldier approaches.
SOLDIER
Identification, please.
She reaches into her bag.
INT.  SOUND BOOTH - CONTINUOUS
ACTOR
(over the speaker)
“Bind him, chain him, drag him to 
the nearest police-station!  Down 
with the desperate and dangerous 
Toad!"
The door opens and Jane enters, waves apologies to all. 
Returning his attention to the actor, Aubrey leans into a 
microphone.
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(CONTINUED)
AUBREY
(to the Actor)
Could you give me something a 
little more intimate?  It's as if 
you're sitting in the room with the 
audience.
ACTOR
Ah, yes.
ACTOR
(reading the same as 
before)
"With a half-turn of the wheel the 
Toad sent the car crashing through 
the low hedge that ran along the
roadside."
Aubrey signals Colin by drawing his finger - an imaginary 
knife - across his throat.
COLIN
(into mic)
Thank you. We'll let you know.
The actor heads for the door.
ACTOR
Anemic little medium.
Aubrey pulls a flask from his pocket as Colin rubs his eyes.  
COLIN
That was number forty, wasn’t it? 
MALCOLM
(checking his papers)
Forty eight.
AUBREY
I'll never survive this.  I hoped 
this war would finally rid us of 
all the bad actors.
Colin turns to Jane.
COLIN
Jane.  
Aubrey rises, approaches.
5
(CONTINUED)
AUBREY
We've worked together before, 
haven’t we?
JANE
I don’t believe so.
AUBREY
The Old Vic, two years ago.
You were a passable Juliet.
JANE
Actually, no. I’ve only heard of 
you by reputation, Aubrey.
AUBREY
You'd have been a damn sight better 
Juliet than the one we had.
Aubrey takes her hand, kisses it. Malcolm rises, walks with a 
limp. 
JANE
Hello, Malcolm.  
MALCOLM
Janie.  So good to have you back.
(whispers)
Feeling better, I see.
She dodges the remark, smiles, turns back to the room. 
JANE
(looks around)
Well? How is it going? 
COLIN
Not, I’m afraid. They’re shutting 
Covent Garden next week. Calling up 
what’s left of the actors.
Uncomfortable silence. 
JANE
(mustering a smile)
Certainly someone will turn up. 
There’s quite a queue out there. 
She nods toward the door.
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(CONTINUED)
JANE
Colin?
COLIN
Of course. 
INT. BBC HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS
HColin leans in to kiss Jane, but she gently pushes him away.
JANE
Caught in the tube. Can’t seem to 
get the smell out of my clothes. 
Sorry.
COLIN
Dinner?
She winds up, looks him straight in the eye.
JANE
I tried to work on the “Toad” 
script last night. Maddening.  A 
complete waste of my time and 
talent. I can’t do this Colin.  
You’re the section chief. Fix this. 
COLIN
I know how brilliant you were in 
News, darling. But working here 
will be less...
(choosing the word 
carefully)
...stressful. 
JANE
News offers more to our audience, 
and me, than stupid children’s 
programmes. And yes, I am 
“brilliant.”  I assume you actually 
listened to my broadcasts?
COLIN
Of course I did. The one following 
the War Declaration was superb, 
moving. Rumour has old Neville wept 
afterwards.
She nods, works her charm. 
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(CONTINUED)
JANE
Colin, I’ll merely be a facilitator 
here.  Adapting other people’s 
work.  Divorced from any real 
influence over the final programme. 
The lone female in a sea of men. 
COLIN
(slyly)
Well, that can have its advantages.
JANE
You understand my meaning.
She holds his look. 
GEORGE 
- walks into view, 50’s, paunchy, unkempt in old clothing. 
looking lost. 
ON JANE AND COLIN
COLIN
Give me something substantial to 
take to the Director General and 
I’ll advocate your cause.  Which 
reminds me -- dinner?
She doesn’t answer, looking past him, sees George.
JANE
Can I help you?
GEORGE
I'm here for the children’s 
audition.
COLIN
Name?
GEORGE
George Ambrose.
JANE
Wait there.
Jane points to chairs populated by a motley group of actors.  
Aubrey throws open the door, seeing Jane and Colin. 
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(CONTINUED)
AUBREY
When you two are finished admiring 
each other's clothing, perhaps we 
can get this agony done with.
He spots George among the pathetic throng.
AUBREY
Christ...
INT.  BBC SOUND BOOTH - NIGHT
Colin and Jane have returned to the booth. Through the glass 
George steps up to the mic. Aubrey rubs his bloodshot eyes.
AUBREY
So, Mr. Ambrose, why don't you just 
dive in?
George pushes his script aside, looks up at them.
GEORGE
I'd just like to say... this is 
very important... very personal for 
me.  
Aubrey yanks off his glasses, punches the mic button.
AUBREY
Mr. Ambrose, if you please. Just 
read. 
GEORGE
(he points to his head)
I worked on it all week.
AUBREY
(over speaker)
Very well -- carry on.  
(to the others, unheard by 
George)
As if it's going to make a bloody 
difference.
INT. STUDIO - CONTINUOUS
GEORGE
(reading)
"'Rattley!' he called...
9
(CONTINUED)
Jane quickly leans into the mic, punches the button.
JANE
It’s “Ratty” George.  R-A-T-T-Y.  
No “L.” Please pay attention to the 
text.
GEORGE
(looking closely at his 
script)
Yes, of course. Sorry. 
(he refocuses, reads)
"'Ratty!' he called, full of joyful 
excitement, 'hold on! Come back! I 
want you, quick!' 'PLEASE stop, 
Ratty!' pleaded the poor Mole, in 
anguish of heart. 'You don't 
understand! It's my home, my old 
home! I've just come across the 
smell of it, and it's close by 
here, really quite close. And I 
MUST go to it, I must, I must! Oh, 
come back, Ratty! Please, please 
come back!' 
THE BOOTH - ON JANE
Watching him with interest.
THE STUDIO
George switches to a soothing, narrator voice.   
GEORGE
(reading)
“Poor Mole stood alone in the road, 
his heart torn asunder, and a big 
sob gathering, gathering, somewhere 
low down inside him, to leap up to 
the surface presently, he knew, in 
passionate escape. But even under 
such a test as this his loyalty to 
his friend stood firm. Never for a 
moment did he dream of abandoning 
him.”  
George finishes, takes a handkerchief from his pocket, wipes 
sweat from his brow.  
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(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
(to the booth)
Is there something you'd like me to 
do differently?
THE BOOTH 
AUBREY
(unheard by George)
Everything but the reading.
(punching the mic button)
No, thank you.  We'll... we'll let 
you know.
GEORGE
I'd be happy to read some more, if 
you’d like. I’m certain I can do 
better.  
JANE
That won’t be necessary.  As Mr. 
Wilcox said, we'll let you know.
GEORGE
Yes.  Yes.  Sorry.  Difficult week.  
Thank you.
George leaves.
AUBREY
He's a lunatic.
JANE
But he's good.  I mean, yes, he's a 
lunatic, but he's - well, you heard 
him read.  
AUBREY
Of course I heard him, young lady. 
Jane turns to Colin.
JANE
He doesn't dress well and has a 
certain odor, but he's a vast 
improvement over the lot.
COLIN
Aubrey?
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(CONTINUED)
AUBREY
I've just finished directing 
repertory in Margate. I could work 
with Burmese midgets if required.
Colin looks back and forth between Jane and Aubrey.
COLIN
I’ll confirm upstairs in the 
morning.  
Jane moves to gather her things.
COLIN
See you tonight?
JANE
Sorry, darling. Prior engagement. 
She blows him a kiss, exits.
EXT.  REGENT STREET - DUSK
A bustling evening rush hour as Jane passes the Oxford 
Station Underground station. She sees - 
GEORGE 
- standing at the top of the staircase, looking lost.  
JANE
Are you all right? 
GEORGE
Oh, hello.  
JANE
Aren’t you going down?
GEORGE
I can’t possibly ride in that 
mechanical beast.
JANE
Where do you live?
GEORGE
Muswell Hill.
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(CONTINUED)
JANE
You’ll need the Victoria to 
Northern Line and a bus from Warren 
Street. Come.
She tugs on his sleeve, pulls him toward the stairs.
GEORGE
Have you decided?
JANE
What?
GEORGE
The programme.  About me.
JANE
No, not until morning.
They start down the stairs. George grasps the handrail, 
uneasy.
GEORGE
I never cared much for cities, Miss 
Hardcastle. God abandoned these 
places long ago to machines serving 
their human masters.  
JANE
Without machines we wouldn’t have 
the wireless, George.  And without 
the wireless you and I can’t work, 
though I suppose you do have the 
theatre. Where have you performed?
GEORGE
Haven’t.
She stops, turns around.
JANE
What? Certainly you’ve been in the 
theatre.
GEORGE
Never.
JANE
But you gave such an accomplished 
reading.  
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(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
A full heart is the best acting 
tutor.  
JANE
I see.
They continue down. George draws his handkerchief, dabs away 
at sweat on his face.
GEORGE
And what is it you want, Miss 
Hardcastle?  From this modern world 
with its modern marvels?
JANE
The usual. The adoration of men, 
wealth, fame. Though not 
necessarily in that order.
GEORGE
None of those will provide you 
happiness, my dear.
JANE
Who said anything about happiness?
They reach the lower platform, pushing through the crowd. 
GEORGE
(he looks her over)
I see. You should know I was once 
very important as you wish to be. I 
was greatly admired. And greatly 
burdened.   
JANE
Oh, really? Tell me.
The SOUND of an approaching train interrupts.  As doors open, 
Jane quickly steps. Just as quickly, George steps back onto 
the platform. 
GEORGE
(calling)
I’ll walk. Can’t think on that 
contraption.
JANE
All the way to Muswell Hill?
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(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Good night, Miss Hardcastle. 
He turns, quickly moving away through the crowd.  
EXT. LARGE HOUSE OUTSIDE LONDON - NIGHT
A taxi pulls up a long driveway.  Jane exits, climbs the 
steps to a palatial house that’s completely dark. As she 
opens the door, lights flood out.
INT.  LARGE ENTRANCEWAY, HUGE STAIRCASE - NIGHT
A beautifully appointed interior, clearly belonging to people 
of wealth.  Throughout the house the windows are covered with 
black fabric.
JANE
(calling)
Hello?
ALEC (O.S.)
Here, Janie.  Your mother is 
demolishing the kitchen.
INT.  STUDY - NIGHT
Jane enters.  Her father, ALEC HARDCASTLE, sits, whisky in 
hand, listening to the radio.  Pensive, tall and 
distinguished with an authoritative presence.
As she moves in to kiss him, he avoids her by reaching to 
turn up the radio. She quickly recovers, noting he is wearing 
a BLACK ARMBAND. She points to the radio.
JANE
Showing support, I see.
ALEC grunts, sips his whisky.  Jane pulls a wine bottle from 
her bag, kisses him on the top of his head. 
JANE
I'll go and give this to mummy.
She leaves.
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INT.  KITCHEN
PATRICIA HARDCASTLE, Jane’s mother, 60s, elegant, struggles 
with dinner preparations.  Working alonside her is KATHLEEN, 
a stocky Irishwoman in her early thirties. Lifting a dish 
from the oven, Patricia drops it, burns herself on the stove.
PATRICIA
Damn.  Oh, excuse me.  This is 
impossible.  All the servants off 
to war.  Even the girls off to the 
factories.
Wiping her hands on her apron, Patricia approaches Jane. As 
they hug, Jane unties her mother’s apron, wrapping it around 
herself. 
JANE
Go, sit.  I'll help Kathleen. 
(looking toward the study)
I see Daddy has decided to call off 
his boycott of the wireless.  
PATRICIA
Well, he could hardly give it up, 
could he?  Try not to bring it up.
JANE
 I’ll be agreeable.  I promise.   
Patricia smiles, leaves.
JANE
How are you, Kathleen?  
KATHLEEN
I'm as well as can be expected.  
And, believe it or not, this is 
better money than nursing. How’s 
your Mister Colin?
JANE
The same - rich, handsome, boring.
(she sighs)
He does prove useful on occasions.
KATHLEEN
You’re a wicked one, Jane. What I’d 
give for such a man. 
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(CONTINUED)
JANE
(changing subject)
What's for dinner?
KATHLEEN
Whatever I can salvage from the 
wreckage.
INT.  DINING ROOM - NIGHT
Jane, Alec and Patricia sit at the table. At the far end, 
A LARGE PORTRAIT 
- is the focus of the room. It’s framed in black memorial 
cloth, features A YOUNG MAN in an military uniform. 
PATRICIA
Well, all this invasion talk seems 
to be just that - talk.  Mind you 
if they keep bombing at this rate, 
there won't be anything left worth 
taking.
ALEC
We'll survive it.
JANE
We seem to be surviving on prayer 
and sing alongs in the underground.
ALEC
Is someone forcing you to live like 
a rat?  Waiting to be buried alive?
PATRICIA
Alec.
ALEC
There's no need for you to be in 
London.  It's not as if the BBC 
can't find another secretary.  What 
do you think you're achieving?  
Fighting the Nazis with good 
dictation? You should be married by 
now, and we should have 
grandchildren.
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(CONTINUED)
JANE
Daddy. I may have breasts, but I am 
certainly not a secretary. Or a 
wife.
PATRICIA
Janie.
JANE
What I am is a producer-writer for 
the BBC. And a damned good one.   
She leans in close to make her point.
JANE
Our programmes keep the public 
informed and greatly influence the 
government. They are every bit as 
vital to the war effort as carrying 
a rifle or flying an aeroplane. 
ALEC
Flying? What did you say? 
Jane stops abruptly, realizing her error. Patricia looks 
quickly between the two, bracing herself. ALEC stands, 
trembling. 
ALEC
How could you compare your 
ridiculous “programmes” to Jeremy’s 
sacrifice?  If he were here...
Gazing at the portrait, Alec’s body loses its tenseness as he 
lets out a deep sigh.  Turning slowly, he leaves the room. 
Jane is frozen, wounded.   
PATRICIA
Have some patience.
JANE
I’ve been patient my entire life.   
I’ve done everything according to 
his wishes, haven’t I?  
She tenses in anger.
JANE
And I refuse to cry.
Tears start to well up as Patricia moves to comfort her.
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INT.  GEORGE'S ROOM - NIGHT
George tosses and turns in bed, having a nightmare.  He bolts 
upright, sweating, terrified. 
The RUMBLE OF ANOTHER BOMBING RAID is heard outside.
GEORGE
It isn't me...I didn't ask...I 
can't...
George rolls out of bed, which is nothing more than a blanket 
on the floor.  He walks to the window, drawing back the 
curtain to see -
AN INFERNO OF FIRE AND SMOKE 
- along with frantic SHOUTING AND ENORMOUS STREAMS OF WATER 
FROM FIRE BRIGADES battling the blaze. Against the reflection 
of fires in the window, he raises a BOTTLE to his lips.   
The SOUND of distant AIRPLANES is heard, growing closer.
BLACK SCREEN - JANE’S NIGHTMARE
The AIRPLANES becomes louder, obliterating all other sound. 
Soft IMAGES of  
A SPITFIRE FIGHTER PLANE 
- flutters into view, dreamlike, ghostly. The plane flies 
high over a large body of water. The SOUNDS of MACHINE GUNS 
erupt, causing an ENGINE STALL that sends the plane into a 
downward spiral. The pilot comes into view, ripping off his 
mask to reveal 
THE YOUNG MAN IN THE PORTRAIT, 
The SOUND of fast breathing brings forth 
JANE’S FACE 
- eyes closed, engulfed in darkness. Trying to control her 
breathing, Jane tosses in her sleep as  
THE IMPACT OF A BOMB 
- ens her nightmare.  
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INT. UNDERGROUND - NIGHT
Jane’s eyes spring open. She’s huddled against the wall of 
her tiny alcove when the shudder of 
ANOTHER BOMB 
- prompts cries and shouts from the masses camped there.  
ON JANE
- watching TWO SMALL CHILDREN whimpering in their MOTHER’S 
arms. 
A MUFFLED, HIGH PITCHED WHISTLE 
- from a falling bomb causes the Underground to fall deadly 
quiet.  The mother clutches her children closer.
THE WHISTLING BOMB 
- increases in volume as Jane draws in her knees and braces 
for the impact. 
SMASH CUT TO:
A RINGING PHONE
INT. MRS MORGAN’S HALLWAY - MORNING
A hand picks up the telephone receiver.
INT.  GEORGE’S ROOM - MORNING
The door opens, throwing sunlight onto George. He’s sprawled 
on the floor, fast asleep, surrounded by EMPTY WHISKEY 
BOTTLES. 
MRS. MORGAN
BBC’s on the line.  Something about 
a job.  
George turns over, squints at her.  
INT.  BBC REHEARSAL ROOM - DAY
As Jane paces, George enters.
20
(CONTINUED)
JANE
Run through was at two o’clock.  
GEORGE
Yes, yes.  Hello.
JANE
You’re flushed.
GEORGE
A bit warm from walking.
JANE
Muswell Hill?
George nods, sets his script on the podium.  Jane extends her 
hand.  
JANE
Congratulations. 
He shakes, cracks a grin. She checks her watch. 
JANE
Let’s go ahead.
George settles, turns the cover of his script.
GEORGE
(reading)
“Good evening.  Gather around close 
and I'll tell you the story of...”
Suddenly, Aubrey sweeps in, surprised to see the rehearsal 
underway.
JANE
Sorry, but we had to start.
AUBREY
Excuse me, but aren’t you the 
writer? Or do you presume to be the 
director as well?
JANE
We have so little time, Aubrey.  
AUBREY
Mister Wilcox, if you please.
21
(CONTINUED)
Turning to George.
AUBREY
Now, George.  Let’s begin. 
GEORGE
Sir, with respect. You really 
mustn’t talk to a lady like that. 
It isn’t proper. 
George pushes a chair to Jane, she sits. 
AUBREY
Well then, George...
Pushing his glasses to the bridge of his nose, peering at 
Jane. 
  AUBREY
...AND Jane, 
Suppressing her satisfaction, Jane takes out two scripts, 
hands one to Aubrey. 
AUBREY
...shall we? 
EXT.  BROADCASTING HOUSE ENTRANCE - DUSK
Guards patrol as staff lower blackout drapes.
INT. STUDIO - EVENING
A CONDUCTOR drops his baton and the STUDIO ORCHESTRA plays 
the opening music.
INT. SOUND BOOTH - CONTINUOUS
Malcolm sits next to Aubrey who’s nodding off.  Jane and 
Colin stand, peer through the glass at George on the other 
side.  
MALCOLM
(into mic)
Standby for “Toad.”
22
THE STUDIO
George stands, steps up next to the announcer, JIM PRENTISS.  
Malcolm signals the conductor.  
MALCOLM
(into mic)
Introduction in three, two, one...
He cues the Prentiss.
PRENTISS
And now, a special broadcast...
George sets aside his “Wind in the Willows” script.  He 
quickly pulls pages from his back pocket, placing them on the 
podium. 
MALCOLM
(into mic)
Stand by, George, in five...
PRENTISS
"The Wind in the Willows" by 
Kenneth Grahame. Adaptation by Jane 
Hardcastle. First Chapter, "The 
River Bank”. 
MALCOLM
(into mic)
...two, one.
Malcolm cues George. A pause as George looks to the group in 
the booth.  He nervously mops sweat from his face. 
GEORGE
(reading)
"Good evening.  Gather around close 
and...  
He looks directly at Jane. 
GEORGE
(reading)
...I’ll tell you a tale from days 
of old. Travel with me now, through 
the centuries, and hear how Arthur 
became Britain’s greatest King."
Malcolm flips through his script, confused. Colin turns to 
Jane.  
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(CONTINUED)
COLIN
Does he have the wrong script?
GEORGE
(reading)
“Arthur’s story, like all life on 
earth, began with water.” 
LONDON FLAT - CONTINUOUS
AIR RAID SIRENS BLARE OUTSIDE
- as a young GIRL AND BOY lie on the floor next to A LARGE 
RADIO. Their PARENTS quickly gather flashlights, coats and 
other belongings. 
GEORGE
(on radio)
Five hundred years after the birth 
of our Lord Savior, there was a 
mysterious and powerful enchanter 
called Merlyn. 
THE CHILDRENS’ FACES
Entranced.
DISSOLVE TO:
THE ANCIENT, WRINKLED, FACE OF MERLYN
- his TRANSLUCENT GREEN EYES peer into the darkness as HEAVY 
WINDS toss his long gray dreadlocks. 
GEORGE (V.O.)
He sailed forth from another realm 
beyond time and the boundaries of 
the known world.
EXT. MASSIVE BARGE AT SEA (GEORGE’S STORY) - NIGHT
Merlyn stands at the bow, impervious to the effects of a 
FIERCE STORM. Huge ocean swells pitch the vessel forcefully 
as scores of burly sea warriors and slaves scramble to secure 
their cargo of -    
LONG CARVED STONES
24
(CONTINUED)
- each weighing many tons.   
ON MERLYN
Looking skyward, listening. The CRY OF A BABY is heard.
GEORGE (V.O.)
The distant cries of a newborn babe 
echoed in the wind, summoning 
Merlyn forth.  
EXT. TINTAGEL CASTLE (GEORGE’S STORY) - NIGHT
Snow falls on a primitive but mammoth castle perched high 
above sheer cliffs overlooking the sea.   
INT. TINTAGEL CASTLE (GEORGE’S STORY) - CONTINUOUS
A large chamber illuminated by torches.  UTHER, dark, 
imposing, clothed in animal skins, leans forward to see -
A TINY INFANT
- in the arms of his sleeping mother, IGRAINE, her brow 
gleaming with sweat from the ordeal of birth. Uther leans in, 
rises up with the SQUIRMING INFANT, who gazes calmly into his 
father’s eyes. 
GEORGE (V.O.)
Uther Pendragon, king of the 
Britons, promised his firstborn to 
Merlyn in exchange for a magic 
spell that made the beautiful 
Igraine his queen. 
Uther looks back at the sleeping Igraine, troubled. 
CUT BACK TO:
THE LONDON FLAT 
The Boy and Girl listening.  The SOUNDS of SIRENS and DISTANT 
BOMBING grows louder, closer as their father steps in front 
of the radio.
FATHER
Hurry! Off to the shelter!  
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GIRL
Can’t we stay and hear what happens 
to the baby? 
FATHER
Not a minute more.  
He hurries them out the front door. 
EXT. STONEHENGE (GEORGE’S STORY) - NIGHT
Moonlight casts deep shadows as an army of LABORERS roll the 
huge stones into place, raising them to fill out the circle. 
GEORGE (V.O.)
True to his word, Uther bundled the 
baby in fine gold silk and 
delivered him to Merlyn on 
Midsummer’s Eve. 
UTHER 
- sits on his horse in the distance. Watching. Merlyn 
appears, with -
THE BABY 
- and enters the stone circle. He raises the child skyward, 
whispers a prayer. 
GEORGE (V.O.)
Without warning, the sorcerer had a 
terrible vision. 
ON MERLIN
- looking back at Uther.
INT. HALL, TINTAGEL CASTLE(GEORGE’S STORY) - NIGHT
UTHER and IGRAINE sit at opposite ends of a table as a 
voluptuous SERVING WOMAN pours. Looking her over, Uther 
drinks from his GOBLET.    
GEORGE (V.O.)
In the vision, he saw wicked eyes 
and heard cruel whispers... 
ON THE WOMAN
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- looking back with loathing as she hurries out.
ON UTHER
- convulsing.  
GEORGE (V.O.)
And Merlyn saw death...
Panicked, Uther looks for the Woman. Gone.  Clutching his 
throat, he topples to the floor.
GEORGE (V.O.)
He also saw Saxons warriors coming 
to seize the KIng’s lands.
EXT. TINTAGEL CASTLE (GEORGE’S STORY) - MORNING
Fearsome mounted BARBARIANS, their faces smeared with 
warpaint and swords drawn high, gallop toward the castle.  
EXT. FARMHOUSE (GEORGE’S STORY) - DAY
Wild animals mill around a crude dwelling.  Merlyn approaches 
with the baby. 
GEORGE (V.O.)
To protect the baby’s true 
identity, Merlyn brought him to 
Ector, a kind and virtuous man. 
A powerful-looking MAN and demure WOMAN emerge from the hut. 
She takes the baby. 
GEORGE (V.O.)
Ector and his wife christened the 
child “Arthur”and raised him as 
their own.
ON THE BABY ARTHUR’S FACE
- eyes closed, sleeping peacefully.
THE BOOTH - CONTINUOUS
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ON JANE
- as a BOISTEROUS ARGUMENT erupts around her.  
THE BOOTH
COLIN
(to Aubrey)
We simply can’t cut him off!
AUBREY
Bloody hell we can’t!
(to Malcolm)
Cue the orchestra.  
MALCOLM
Not sure what they’ll play, guv. 
Aubrey leans into the microphone.
AUBREY
 Prentiss, get ready!
Prentiss shrugs from the studio.  JANE stands.
JANE
Wait.
AUBREY
What?
JANE
Please. Wait, Aubrey.  Let him 
finish.  
AUBREY
Excuse me? 
JANE
(interrupting)
Please lower your voice and just 
listen.  
Silence. Everyone looks at her.  
JANE
I will figure out how to work with 
this.  
She turns to Colin.
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COLIN
Right.  
Jane faces George. He returns her look, resolute.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. BURIAL GROUND (GEORGE’S STORY) - SUNSET
A large and festive throng gathers around a massive SWORD 
embedded in an ANVIL. 
GEORGE
(reading)
Standing in a burial ground now 
long forgotten, stood a steel anvil 
atop a great stone.  Set in that 
anvil was a magnificent sword with 
these words inscribed in gold: 
“Whoso pulleth out this sword of 
this stone and anvil is rightwise 
king born of all England.” 
One by one, the biggest and strongest from the crowd - 
WARRIORS, FARMERS and BLACKSMITHS - step up and attempt to 
pull the sword out. All fail. 
THE CROWD
- as Merlyn pushes through with the 15-YEAR-OLD ARTHUR in 
tow.  The boy looks up timidly at the sword.
ON MERLYN
- urging him on.  
ARTHUR
- takes a deep breath, clambers up the stone, clenches the 
hilt in his hands. Looking back to Merlyn, he closes his eyes 
and pulls.
THE SWORD 
- slips quickly and effortlessly from the anvil. Startled and 
thrown off balance by it’s size, Arthus tumbles backwards to 
the ground.  As the crowd breaks out in laughter, ECTOR, 
Arthur’s adopted father, kneels, bows his head.  
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GEORGE (V.O.)
'Long live our lord king, Arthur!” 
he cried.
A hush falls over the crowd. Everyone kneels.    
GEORGE (V.O.)
A beam of dazzling light cut 
through the clouds from the heavens 
and fell upon Arthur as he held up 
the mighty sword plucked from the 
stone - the one you all know as 
“Excalibur.”
A cheer rises from the crowd. 
ON ARTHUR
Smiling as he raises the sword.
MATCH CUT TO:
GEORGE’S FACE 
- sweating.
THE STUDIO
GEORGE
(reading)
Now that Arthur was king, the 
greatest adventure in the history 
of Britain was about to begin.  
Malcolm quickly signals the Prentiss, who pushes George 
aside.
PRENTISS
(reading)
"And that concludes this week's 
programme of, Wind in, ahh...
(shrugs to the booth)
“King Arthur and his Knights of the 
Round Table”. Join us again next 
week, at the same hour, for another 
thrilling tale!"
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MALCOLM
(into mic)
And three, two, one.
(he looks to Colin)
We're out.
George, exhausted, leans against the wall. 
AUBREY
(angrily into the mic)
GEORGE, WHAT THE HELL WAS THAT?!
GEORGE
I had no choice. It’s for the 
children. Must speak to the 
children.  
Silence. Everyone is in shock. George gingerly removes his 
headphones and backs toward the door, looking like a naughty 
child.
GEORGE
My story is more accurate than what 
Malory or Tennyson wrote.  That's 
how we need to be remembered.
The men exchange looks of confusion. George looks to Jane. As 
her eyes meet his, she musters a smile of reassurance.
George shuffles out. 
ON JANE
Deep in thought.
EXT.  PUB - NIGHT
Jane, Aubrey and Malcolm pass rubble shoveled up against the 
wall of the pub.  Malcolm looks up.
MALCOLM
Thank God for English clouds.  No 
more bombs tonight.
They enter.
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INT.  PUB - NIGHT
All nursing drinks at the table.  
AUBREY
(very drunk)
Rather unfriendly of George not to 
join us.
The men laugh.
JANE
Before you all collapse into 
unconsciousness I need to talk.
AUBREY
(smug)
I do my best work unconscious.
JANE
Stop it. 
Aubrey scowls. 
JANE
Please. I know it was a difficult 
night.
AUBREY
Go on.
JANE
As professionals you need to listen 
to what I have to say. 
Everyone quiets down. 
JANE
We should go with King Arthur.
AUBREY
What? The man’s deranged.
MALCOLM
Just hear what she has to say, 
Aubrey.
Colin enters the pub and slumps into a chair at the table.
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JANE
What does it matter if it’s Wind in 
the Willows or King Arthur?  George 
may actually have a good idea.  And 
he was magnificent.
AUBREY
I couldn’t hear a word over my 
pounding heart.
COLIN
Jane, the broadcast was a complete 
breach of security.  We all know 
everything read on air must be 
cleared in advance. 
JANE
It’s the perfect morale boost for 
our audience. And here’s the 
title... 
She pauses for emphasis. 
JANE
“Arthur’s Hour.” 
COLIN
I... no, Jane. 
JANE
Please. Consider it. 
AUBREY
Well then, gentlemen. Let's raise 
our glasses to Jane and our 
sovereign lord, “King Arthur”.
Colin raises his voice.
COLIN
Later. There are more pressing 
matters.
JANE
Such as?
COLIN
The D.G. rang. 
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JANE
And?
COLIN
You, Aubrey and me.  His office. 
Eight AM. I suppose there will be 
hell to pay.
The group falls quiet. Jane gathers her things. 
COLIN
I’ll give you a lift.
JANE
Alright.
They leave. 
AUBREY
It's your round, Malcolm.
INT. TAXI - NIGHT
Jane and Colin ride through the streets of London. 
JANE AND COLIN’S POV - STREET
Block upon block of bombed buildings, some with greater 
damage than others.  Next to perfectly intact houses lie 
complete ruins. Furniture and other belongings litter the 
sidewalks.  
THE TAXI - CONTINUOUS
Jane and Colin gaze out the window.
COLIN
This can’t go on forever.  Our RAF 
boys are certainly giving it to 
them. 
Jane turns to him.
JANE
There’s something about the King 
Arthur metaphor. Rising up with 
courage and purpose. 
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(CONTINUED)
We could all use that sort of 
inspiration right now.
COLIN
Knowing how resourceful you are, 
darling, I’m sure you’ll turn this 
George Ambrose business around. 
With my expert guidance, of course.
JANE 
(to the driver)
This is it.
EXT. STREET, KNIGHTSBRIDGE - NIGHT 
A tall, fashionable ROW HOUSE surrounded by utter 
devastation. Colin opens the door, helps Jane out. He pulls 
her close.
COLIN
Tuck you in?
JANE
(gently pushing him away)
Some other time.
She exits. Looking up at the sky, Colin calls out.
COLIN
What will you do, in case they 
start up again?
JANE
I’ll be fine.  Good night.
COLIN
Good night.
The taxi pulls away. 
EXT. FRONT STOOP, JANE’S FLAT - CONTINUOUS 
Jane watches the taxi disappear down the street, then lets 
herself in the door. She immediately returns with a small 
overnight bag, locks up. She descends to the street.
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JANE (cont'd)
INT. UNDERGROUND STATION - NIGHT
As Jane settles into a spot on the platform she looks around - 
only a handful of occupants. She leans against the wall, 
wrapping herself in a small blanket.  
ON JANE
As she gazes out at the eerily quiet and still Underground.
INT.  BBC CONFERENCE ROOM - MORNING
Along one side of a long table are Jane, Colin and Gerry, an 
executive.  All are quiet, anticipating. 
GERRY
You’re looking quite lovely today, 
Jane.
She smiles flirtatiously.
JANE
Why, thank you Gerry. You look 
wonderful yourself.
Colin shoots Gerry a sour look. The door suddenly opens, and 
they snap their heads to see 
A MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN 
- pen and writing pad in hand.  She sits, adjusts glasses, 
folds pages over on her pad, waits. Colin musters a smile and 
polite nod. She looks back, expressionless.  
The door opens again and the DIRECTOR GENERAL appears.  
D.G.
(to Colin)
Where’s Aubrey?
COLIN
Illness, Sir Frederick.
He sits at the head of the table.
D.G.
I see. Never mind. With this 
trouble we’re receiving a great 
deal of scrutiny.  
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JANE 
Sir, we had no idea the actor was 
going to sabotage the broadcast. 
GERRY
We can substitute a victory garden 
segment for the kiddie show, sir.  
They’re quite popular in America.
D.G.
Sabotage? Victory gardens? What?
The D.G. looks around at blank faces. Jane braces herself. 
D.G.
(to the woman, sternly)
Caroline, haven’t they been told?
Caroline closes her pad, avoiding his reproach.
D.G.
Well, ladies and gentlemen, the 
switchboard hasn’t been this 
besieged since Herr Hitler invaded 
Poland.  Our listeners are 
ecstatic.  This actor...
(putting on glasses, 
reading papers)
...Mr. George Ambrose, is a hit. 
JANE
Why, that’s wonderful, we should 
immediately...
D.G
(interrupting, to Colin)
Colin, you must scratch “Wind in 
the Willows” and prepare the Arthur 
series. And you may have to step in 
and help with direction should 
Aubrey’s “illness” persist.  
COLIN
Of course. Yes, sir.  
D.G.
(to Colin)
And you will ensure Mr. Ambrose 
behaves. No more mishaps. 
Dismissed.
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Everyone rises.
D.G.
Jane. 
He approaches her.
D.G.
I’m counting on you to help Colin 
see this through. Your excellent 
support in the news division was 
brought to my attention by staff 
and I expect you to perform 
similarly here.
Jane goes pale. Trying to mask her emotions, she summons a 
weak smile.
JANE
Yes, sir.
D.G.
Very well. 
(to Colin)
Would you stay please?
Jane exits.
INT. BBC HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS
Looking around, she hurries into a bathroom. 
INT. WOMEN’S LAVATORY - CONTINUOUS
She walks past a YOUNG WOMAN touching up her lipstick in the 
mirror.  The woman smiles at Jane who avoids her as she 
quickly ducks into a stall, closes the door.  
INT. STALL, WOMEN’S LAVATORY - CONTINUOUS
As Jane slumps down onto the toilet. She latches the door, 
clutching her sides as tears erupt. She shuts her eyes tight 
as she struggles to regain her composure.  A KNOCK on the 
stall.     
WOMAN
(O.S.)
Alright in there, dear?
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JANE
Yes. Fine.
Jane reaches over and pulls the cord.  LOUD FLUSHING WATER 
drowns out all other sounds.
INT. HALLWAY, BROADCASTING HOUSE - AFTERNOON
Jane, composed, exits the lavatory, sees Colin. She beckons 
him into an empty office.
INT. OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
JANE
“Excellent support”! 
COLIN
You know he can’t concern himself 
with details. 
JANE
So, what is it he thinks I do? 
Stenography?
Colin reaches out, touches her hair.
COLIN
Patience, Jane.  You’re just back 
from hospital and you know these 
things take time. Keep both eyes on 
George, be a good girl, and 
everything will work out.
JANE
Anything else?
COLIN
Guess.
JANE
Can’t.  
COLIN
Jane, you ignore me and expect my 
support? 
JANE
Sorry. I have to get up to Muswell 
Hill. George.
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He continues looking at her, unsatisfied.
JANE
Tomorrow? Dinner? 
COLIN
Alright. Tomorrow.
She pecks him on the cheek. He pulls her in for a proper 
kiss. She obliges.
COLIN
That’s my girl.
She pushes away.
COLIN
(lowering his voice)
One more thing. There will be a 
coded announcement before the next 
broadcast. 
Jane looks at him blankly.
COLIN
You haven’t been briefed on the 
announcements for the French 
Resistance?  They’re worried about 
leaks, so a French attaché is 
bringing the codes himself. Please 
notify Aubrey and no one else.  
Very hush hush.
JANE
Of course. 
(checking her watch)
Must run.
EXT. ENTRANCE, MRS. MORGAN’S HOUSE - EARLY EVENING
Jane exits a taxi, mounts the steps, rings the bell.
MRS. MORGAN (O.S.)
Who is it?
JANE
Jane Hardcastle.  I work with Mr. 
Ambrose and need to speak with him.
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INT HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS
MRS. MORGAN cracks the door.  
MRS. MORGAN
I'm the landlady.  I'll show you to 
his room.
She leads Jane to George's room, knocks.
MRS. MORGAN
Mr. Ambrose?
No answer.  She opens the door.
INT.  GEORGE'S ROOM - CONTINUOUS
The dark room is a complete mess.  A few pieces of old 
FURNITURE are seen along with LARGE IRON TOOLS AND WEAPONS.  
A bedroll and blanket lie disheveled on the floor. Mrs. 
Morgan shots Jane a look of disapproval.
MRS MORGAN
Must be in the W.C.  Please wait 
here.
As she steps away, Jane cautiously enters the room.
GEORGE’S ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Jane immediately spies a large and ancient LEATHER-BOUND BOOK 
on the table.  
THE BOOK
- is open, displaying crude illustrations and odd, 
handwritten calligraphy.  
ON JANE
Intrigued.  From the darkness, a VOICE:
GEORGE (O.S.)
Hello Miss Hardcastle.
Startled, Jane strains her eyes to see 
GEORGE
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- quietly watching her from inside a closet.
JANE
Please. Call me Jane.
GEORGE
I prefer formality when addressing 
a lady.
He steps out, straightening his clothes.
GEORGE
There’s no need to scold me further 
for last night.  I know I made a 
mess of it.
JANE
Quite the contrary. Arthur’s on.
GEORGE
What?
JANE
The Director General wants to 
proceed with the programme.
George’s demeanor changes completely. 
GEORGE
Why, Miss Hardcastle!  You mean I’m 
Arthur?
JANE
Yes, but there will be ground 
rules. 
GEORGE
Of course! I’m so delighted!
He moves to the window, pulls back the blackout curtain. 
Bright sunlight fills the room. 
A LARGE POTTED VIOLET
- in full bloom is on the sill, framed by the rubble of 
bombed out buildings below.
JANE
(looking at the plant)
How do you keep it alive in autumn?
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GEORGE
Devotion and a little water.  
Beauty endures, even in times of 
misery.
He picks up the flower.
GEORGE
Violets graced the tombs of ancient 
Romans to watch over and bring 
peace to the dead. Later, in the 
Middle Ages, they symbolized 
constancy in love.
He crosses, hands the flowerpot to Jane.
GEORGE
For you.
The CREAK of a floorboard is heard from the hallway.
GEORGE
Excuse me.
He opens the door to reveal Mrs Morgan, eavesdropping.
MRS. MORGAN
(surprised)
The floor is getting very worn 
inside your room, Mr. Ambrose.  I 
may have to raise your rent.  And I 
like a little warning before you 
have ladies visiting.
George says nothing as Mrs. Morgan, embarrassed, turns and 
backs away. Jane approaches the open book, takes a closer 
look.
JANE
(turning a page)
Have you lived here long?
GEORGE
I've moved about.
Her eyes drift across the room. George follows her gaze.
GEORGE
Never cared much for possessions.  
They burden the soul.
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JANE
At the broadcast you made an odd 
reference to the Arthur story.  As 
if he was real. How silly.   
GEORGE
Not silly at all.  The real world 
exists without regard to geography 
or time. I have lived in the past, 
as certainly as I live here now.
JANE
(confused)
I see.
GEORGE
I’m not sure you do. 
He reaches across the table, closes the book
GEORGE
Can you comprehend that which 
cannot be seen?  Or, to put it 
another way, do you have faith, 
Miss Hardcastle?
JANE
Frankly, no. Not since this damn 
war began.  
GEORGE
Then you will have difficulty 
understanding my meaning. 
George tucks the book under his arm, makes for the door. 
GEORGE
When are we to begin?
JANE
Tomorrow morning.  Nine o’clock 
sharp. 
GEORGE
Good afternoon. And thank you.
She leaves.  George looks down at the book, thinking.
CUT TO:
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MONTAGE SEQUENCE
BBC DINING HALL - Day. Crowded. At one of the tables George 
reads his script as Jane digs into her lunch. George glances 
from his pages to Jane as she delicately -
MANEUVERS HER FOOD WITH FORK AND KNIFE
George looks down at the flatware lying next to his plate of - 
A WHOLE CHICKEN. 
He loudly closes his script, placing it on the table. 
GEORGE
Romantic medieval rubbish! 
Jane looks up. 
JANE
Rubbish?
GEORGE
This play. Anyone with half a brain 
knows their history. The past 
wasn’t courtly or civilized. It was 
fierce, brutal. Much like today 
with the bombs.   
He grabs his chicken with both hands, raising it up.
JANE
Its a children’s programme, George. 
He takes the chicken in his mouth, tearing away a large chunk 
of flesh and bone. As he loudly chomps away, the diners 
nearby stare at his alarming lack of manners.   
ON JANE
- as she struggles with what to say next.
LONDON CAFE - Night. Jane and Colin seated in candlelight.  
JANE
He’s obstinate and vulgur. I’m 
never sure what to expect.
She watches a WOMAN at a nearby table, displaying perfect 
English etiquette as she slices and eats her chicken. 
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COLIN
Could we not talk about work?
He reaches over, touches her hand. She directs her attention 
back to him.
COLIN
What about life?  What about 
children? Surely you want children 
someday?
Jane shifts nervously as a waiter approaches, sets glasses 
and a bottle of wine down, pours. 
COLIN (cont'd)
I've made you uncomfortable.
JANE
I don't want a child just because 
someone else thinks it's a good 
idea.
COLIN
When the war is over and there's 
order in the world, you'll see it 
differently, I'm sure.
He smiles, raising his glass in a toast.
CONFERENCE ROOM - Day. JANE and GEORGE are in mid-argument as 
they struggle over a draft of thr radio programme.  Jane 
energetically marks up the pages.
GEORGE
I like it the way it is.  I’ve 
written it just as it happened. 
JANE
As it happened? Please.
She holds a page out to him, points.
JANE
In any event, Arthur is overly 
dependent on Merlin. He’s far too 
vulnerable and should act with 
greater resolve.  
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GEORGE
That’s a modern view.  You see, his 
sensitivity toward others is what 
made him a great king. 
JANE
This is fantasy, George.  
George sits back, folding his arms in disagreement. 
GEORGE
Not to me it isn’t. “What’s past is 
prologue.” The suffering and 
forbearance of those who came 
before is what inspires us to go 
on! At least that’s what I believe, 
Miss Hardcastle.
George puts his head down, making a notation. She looks at 
him, thinking, changing her tactic.
JANE
I respect that.   
He looks up, softening at her compliment. 
JANE
And, by the way, I respect you. 
Immensely.
She returns to her script, hardly concealing her pleasure at 
finally breaking through. 
The MONTAGE ends and we
CUT TO:
INT. BBC BOOTH - NIGHT
As Aubrey and Malcolm enter the booth, everyone in 
preparation for a broadcast – Colin stands at the console as 
Jane writes furiously.  
THE STUDIO
George sits with Prentiss as a FRENCH OFFICER hands another 
man, also French, a CANVAS COURIER POUCH. 
George leans into Prentiss.
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GEORGE
(indicating the man with 
the pouch)
What’s he do?
PRENTISS
Announcer for the French messages.
GEORGE
(indicating the officer)
What about that one?
PRENTISS
Resistance chap. Probably works for 
De Gaulle.  By the way, don’t 
they look like a hotel porters in 
those hats of theirs?
THE BOOTH
MALCOLM
(into his mic)
Stand by gentlemen. And five, four, 
three two... 
Through the glass, WE SEE the FRENCH ANNOUNCER with script in 
hand step up to the microphone. 
FRENCH ANNOUNCER
(in French)
"Good evening France, this is the 
BBC. 
SITTING ROOM, LONDON FLAT - CONTINUOUS
A young couple listens to their modest radio in cramped, 
working-class surroundings.
FRENCH ANNOUNCER
(on radio, in French)
“First, my countrymen, a personal 
message. Sofie's monkey has fallen 
in the river and drowned. Tanania 
is lost in the woods and can’t find 
her doll.  The witch has it and 
hides it in the woodpile.”
MAN
“Sophie’s monkey”?  No wonder 
France is overrun with krauts.
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WOMAN
Oh, but the wine, luv, the wine.
INT.  SOUND BOOTH - CONTINUOUS
(into his mic)
Fifteen seconds, George.
Jane rushes out of the booth and into the studio. 
THE STUDIO
Jane hands George the pages
JANE
How about comparing Arthur to King 
George? 
George thinks.
JANE
Yes?
Quickly scanning the page, he nods. Jane looks back to the 
booth.
JANE
Aubrey?
Aubrey stands up, lend toward the glass.
AUBREY
Why should I be consulted? I’m only 
the director. 
He takes out his flask.
MALCOLM
(into mic)
Five.
Prentiss steps to the microphone.
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PRENTISS
(reading)
"Good evening to all the children 
of Great Britain and welcome to 
'Arthur’s Hour,' an original series 
written and produced by Jane 
Hardcastle and performed by George 
Ambrose.  Tonight's chapter: 'War 
Comes to Britannia'."
George exchanges places with Prentiss. Jane settles into a 
chair.
GEORGE
(reading)
King Arthur and his loyal army 
gathered on Mount Badon to await 
their enemies.  
ON JANE
Watching George intently.  Listening.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. MT. BADON (GEORGE’S STORY) - DAY
ARTHUR and his mounted warriors look down from the summit. 
GEORGE (V.O.)
Suddenly, countless Saxons spilled 
out from their hiding places in the 
forest, outnumbering Arthur’s men 
ten to one! 
Arthur’s warriors draw their swords, look to him for orders. 
ON ARTHUR
- Frozen, looking down at the advancing Saxons with the same 
fear he had as a fifteen-year-old boy. ABRUPTLY - 
A THICK MIST
- rises, engulfs all. 
MERLYN
- unseen by the men, appears, approaches.
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(CONTINUED)
GEORGE (V.O.)
Merlyn appeared from out of the 
fog.  Sensing panic, he reminded 
Arthur of the lesson from the sword 
in the anvil: that valor cannot 
exist without fear. 
THE STUDIO - CONTINUOUS
GEORGE
(reading)
“The sorcerer also told Arthur that 
his faith in the goodness of 
men...”
He makes direct eye contact with Jane.
GEORGE
(reading)
“...and women, would bring him 
strength in his hour of need.”  
SITTING ROOM, LONDON FLAT - CONTINUOUS
The couple from before as the Woman elbows her husband. 
WOMAN
At least King Arthur respects us 
females. 
MAN
I do too, kitten.
WOMAN
Aw, just listen up. 
GEORGE
(on radio)
Then, Merlin bade Arthur to hold 
back his sword until he was on the 
verge of defeat. 
CUT TO:
EXT. MT. BADON (GEORGE’S STORY) - MORNING
As his men retreat, Arthur dismounts.  He stands tall, 
unflinching.  
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A GROUP OF SAXON WARRIORS 
- runs straight at him, whooping and wildly swinging their 
weapons.  Arthur calmly grasps Excalibur’s hilt.
GEORGE (V.O.
He drew his sword, holding it high 
above his head.  
The blade of the sword reflects a BRILLIANT LIGHT into -
THE SAXONS.
Shielding their eyes, they stop their advance.
GEORGE (V.O.)
Excalibur shone with the light of a 
thousand torches, blinding his 
enemies. 
As the Saxons fall into disarray, Arthur calls out to his men 
and leads a charge. 
GEORGE (V.O.)
Renewed by Arthur’s courageous 
stand, his men fought with a great 
courage...
Arthur and his men clash swords with the Saxons.
GEORGE (V.O.)
 ...and won the day.
THE STUDIO
Jane is entranced.
INT. STUDY, CABINET WAR ROOMS - NIGHT
The figure of an portly bald-headed man is seen in an 
oversized leather chair against opulent furnishings including 
an ornate RADIO CONSOLE. He listens to the broadcast.
GEORGE
(from the radio)
With that victory, Arthur claimed 
his destiny to defeat the Saxon 
invaders and rule Britannia in 
peace.  
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(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
Just as his great and honorable 
descendent, King George, leads our 
armed forces against the Nazi 
aggressors to preserve and protect 
this beloved isle.  
THE MAN
As he calls out in his unmistakable voice.
CHURCHILL
Mary! Ring up Olgivie at the Beeb, 
will you?
He blows a puff of smoke from his cigar. 
EXT. PORTLAND PLACE - LATER THAT NIGHT
AIR RAID SIRENS wail as Jane scurries to an intersection 
across from Broadcasting House.  Stopping briefly, she sees 
George with
A BEARDED MAN
- in the alley.  The Man’s hat is pulled down low obscuring 
his features except for his LONG WHITE BEARD.  They stand in 
the shadows. George reaches under his coat and pulls out a  
CANVAS COURIER POUCH
- which he hands the man who slides it under his arm, tipping 
his hat as he quickly leaves.  George surveys the scene, 
waits a beat, then walks away. 
ON JANE
-looking up at the sky, she dashes off.
EXT.  BROADCASTING HOUSE - MORNING
Broadcasting House has been hit by a bomb, one wall badly 
damaged.  Salvage crews clear rubble as water sprays in jets 
from broken water pipes. 
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GEORGE (cont'd)
INT.  BBC CONFERENCE ROOM - MORNING
Windows are blown out with much of the glass and masonry on 
the floor.  At the head of the table is the D.G. along by 
Jane, Colin, Aubrey, Caroline, and Gerry. 
D.G.
(to Aubrey)
So good of you to join us, Aubrey.
Aubrey bows to the assembled group.
D.G.
First item on the agenda -- we’ve 
had a serious security breach.  The 
French attaché who manages the 
codes was abducted on his way home 
last night.  No one knew he was 
missing until they found him 
floating in the Thames. And that’s 
not the worst. The recipients of 
the coded message, thirty-five 
resistance chaps, were ambushed in 
Turene this morning.  Shot to 
pieces. 
He surveys the room.
D.G.
With this mess and the Intelligence 
people snooping about I want 
everyone out of London as soon as 
possible, preferably next week. So 
we need outside broadcast ideas.
GERRY
I have several concepts I’ve been 
working on.
D.G.
All suggestions in writing, please.  
Item two: the popularity of the 
Arthur series is having quite an 
effect.  Don't worry, Gerry, we 
still get lots of lovely letters 
about the gardening shows.  
Apparently rhubarb is a big 
favourite.
GERRY
It's nice to feel wanted.
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D.G.
And, it seems the most avid of King 
Arthur's fans is a certain Winston 
Churchill. I assume you’ve all 
heard of him?
AUBREY
What are his views on rhubarb?
GERRY
I'd peg him as a crumble man.
D.G.
Knock it off, you two and listen 
up. Colin, your staff and, of 
course Mister Ambrose will be on 
hand at an undisclosed location New 
Year’s Eve for a special broadcast 
with the Prime Minister.
Colin takes a deep breath, looks to Jane.  
D.G.
Winston's going to give one of his 
speeches to conclude the programme.  
Very uplifting.  Of course there 
are serious security concerns and 
you must make the appropriate 
arrangements with a Colonel Bowen 
of the PM’s military detail. Thank 
you all. 
All rise, gather their belongings.
D.G.
Oh, Jane.
JANE
Sir?
He approaches.
D.G.
Your engineer -- Scottish chap, 
Malcolm -- yes? He tells me it’s 
you who’s responsible for Mr. 
Ambrose’s good behavior in the 
studio. Keep up the good work, 
young lady, and I’ll consider 
returning you to your News post.  
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He sweeps out of the room and Jane flashes her satisfaction 
at Colin.  As the others leave, he holds her back.  
COLIN
Please wait.
The door closes, leaving them alone in the room.  
COLIN
A French officer is murdered at the 
same time as thirty-five resistance 
fighters four hundred twenty six 
kilometers away. 
JANE
Your point?
COLIN
Both were within the reach of our 
radio signal. We must confirm 
there’s no link to our operation or 
the Churchill broadcast will be 
cancelled.   
He fishes through his papers, hands Jane a file.
C.U. FOLDER 
- bearing the BBC seal: CONFIDENTIAL: GEORGE AMBROSE
COLIN
Take a look. There are no birth or 
citizenship papers for George.
Jane opens, reads.
JANE
He would have been born in the last 
century.  Government records 
weren’t always accurate in those 
days.
COLIN
Whether George was born or not, 
there is a note stating he went 
missing in action during the Great 
War. In Germany.  Presumed dead. 
JANE
I'm sure he has an explanation.
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(CONTINUED)
ON JANE
She absorbs the news. Her eyes wander away to  
FLASHBACKS: 
- the odd book and weapons in George’s flat
- George handing the canvas pouch to the Bearded Man.
BACK TO SCENE
Jane snaps back, looks at Colin.  
JANE
Colin, I just cannot believe 
there’s any connection to George. 
He’s eccentric but he’s no spy.  
I’ll look into this.
COLIN
We’re leaving tomorrow.
JANE
I’m a journalist, remember? 
(looking at her watch)
Must go.  Rehearsal with the 
“boys.”
She gathers her things, rushes out.
INT.  PUB - LATE AFTERNOON
Aubrey is slumped at a table, next to an empty bottle and 
glass. He’s alone and impossibly drunk. The PROPRIETOR pulls 
back curtains throwing sunlight onto his face. He stirs.  
A MYSTERY MAN, 
- unrecognizable in the gloom, approaches, takes a chair at 
the table. Sensing the presence, Aubrey looks up.
AUBREY
Oh, hello.  I'm a bit short. 
Perhaps you can spare another ten 
pounds. Or more? 
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(CONTINUED)
The Mystery Man reaches into his coat pocket, withdraws a wad 
of cash, throws it on the table. 
AUBREY
I suppose you’re looking for your 
“quid pro quo.” 
Aubrey reaches over, takes the cash.
AUBREY
(indicating the empty 
bottle)
Another, my friend?
The Mystery Man raises a hand to summon the proprietor.
EXT.  CADBURY CASTLE, SOMERSET - DAY
A breezy day.  Ruins are visible behind Prentiss who speaks 
from a small stage surrounded by TECHNICIANS and a BBC TRUCK.  
The crowd of locals - mostly children with their parents - 
gathers to watch, held back by CONSTABLES and a temporary 
fence.
PRENTISS
(into mic)
"I am standing near the ruins of an 
ancient hilltop battlement believed 
to be the historical site of King 
Arthur’s Camelot. Archeologists 
discovered Iron Age, Roman and 
Saxon artifacts here that suggest 
this fortification was designed for 
war.”   
NEARBY
GEORGE gazes at the ruins as JANE approaches. 
JANE
Ready?
GEORGE
Jim’s wrong.  This place was 
created for the gathering of 
courageous souls in pursuit of 
peace, not war.  Our crowning 
achievement. Not much left now.   
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George lingers on the scene with a mixture of reverence and 
melancholy.  He turns to Jane, manages a smile. 
GEORGE
Well, shall we?
CADBURY CASTLE - CONTINUOUS
SEVERAL SMALL BOYS duck under the temporary fence and play 
near the BBC truck.  A CONSTABLE rounds them up, moves them 
back toward the fence when  
ANOTHER BOY 
- runs past.  He hops the fence nearby, moves closer to the 
action. Prentiss adjusts his headphones as a perplexed look 
crosses his face.
INT. BBC TRUCK - CONTINUOUS 
Malcolm and Aubrey are seated at the console in back of the 
van. Malcolm, taps his headphones, and nudges Aubrey.  
MALCOLM
Listen.
ON AUBREY
Cupping the headphones to his ears, he hears STATIC growing 
in the broadcast audio.  
ON GEORGE
As he mounts the stage.
ON PRENTISS
Having difficulty hearing himself over the noise.
PRENTISS
(reading)
"Before we begin this week's 
programme, King Arthur himself, 
Mister George Ambrose, brings you a 
message from the Ministry of Food."
Applause from the crowd.  George steps up to the microphone.
THE TRUCK 
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(CONTINUED)
Colin peers through the back doors.
COLIN
Problems?
MALCOLM
Bloody interference.  Don’t know 
where it could possibly be coming 
from.
THE STAGE
GEORGE
(reading)
"Your favorite storybook character, 
Humpty Dumpty has a new cousin.  
His name is Edgar Egg.  Now, Edgar 
Egg is no ordinary egg.  He is 
spray dried and available at your 
local market."
ON JANE
In the crowd near the stage, she spies one of the boys 
drifting closer to George. She recognizes his 
INTENSELY DEEP AND LARGE GREEN EYES 
She looks closer. 
FLASHBACK - UNDERGROUND STATION (opening scene)
- the boy with the ball.
ON GEORGE
Glancing up from his script, he follows Jane’s look to see -
THE BOY
His eyes widen. 
GEORGE
(distracted)
"Uh, did you know my dears that 
eggs are a very highly concentrated 
form of food containing first-
class body-building materials?"
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(CONTINUED)
A WOMAN appears, collars the boy and leads him back through 
the crowd. George strains to keep track of his movement.
ON MALCOLM
The static fades with as the boy is led away.   Malcolm 
signals with a thumbs up -- the sound is gone.
ON GEORGE
GEORGE
(fumbling as he rushes 
through the script)
"So, be sure your parents obtain 
their weekly ration of powdered 
eggs -- for a stronger Britain."
He quickly pushes his script away.
GEORGE
Children, I know how much this 
programme means to you and I want 
to ask all a large favour.  I need 
to find someone very special -- a 
little boy who can perform amazing 
magic tricks.
THE TRUCK
COLIN
What, is he at it again? 
(to Malcolm)
Cut him off.
ON JANE 
Moving quickly toward the stage.
THE TRUCK
MALCOLM
(to Collin)
We’ll have to switch back to 
London.  
COLIN 
Then do it.
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MALCOLM
(into his mic)
Jim, please standby to announce a 
bulletin. 
He immediately picks up a telephone, dials.
THE STAGE
As Jane reaches the platform.  Prentiss moves closer to 
George.
GEORGE
(rushing)
If you have a friend who can do 
fantastic magic tricks or if you 
think you might be the boy I'm 
looking for, please contact me, 
George Ambrose, care of the BBC, 
Broadcasting House, London.
GEORGE’S POV -- THE BOY IS NOWHERE TO BE SEEN
Prentiss reaches for the microphone, nudges George away.
PRENTISS
(whisper)
Sorry, George. 
(into mic)
And now, ladies and gentlemen, a 
special news bulletin from BBC 
London.
ON GEORGE
Still straining to locate the boy in the crowd. Jane grabs 
his arm, pulls him down the steps.
BACKSTAGE - CONTINUOUS
JANE
What was that?  
GEORGE
(upset)
Something of the utmost importance. 
And now, he’s gone...
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JANE
I will decide what's important.
GEORGE
(looking past her)
I need to find that boy.
JANE
(holding him)
Our programme is at stake, George.     
GEORGE
He’s someone I know... 
George is visibly shaken. Jane looks in the direction of the 
truck where Malcolm signals with two raised fingers -- two 
minutes to the Arthur broadcast. Colin hops down from the 
truck and jogs in their direction. 
Jane clasps George’s shoulders, forces him to look at her.
JANE
Whoever that boy was, he’s gone. 
Please.  We can save this.   
George snaps back to life.
JANE
You're more than just an actor. 
These characters and stories 
somehow speak through you.  I see 
that.
He calms, listens.  
JANE
Remember what you said to me in 
rehearsal?  This so much more than 
a children’s programme.  I know 
that, George.
He nods.
Colin reaches them.
COLIN
What the blazes is going on?
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(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Yes. We... everything’s fine.  
(to Jane)
I’m ready, Miss Hardcastle.
JANE
Thank you, George.
She leads him back up the steps to the microphone.  He takes 
his headphones, picks up the script from the podium. As he 
stands next to Prentiss, George is framed by the castle ruins 
in the background.  
THE TRUCK
Malcolm signals.
THE STAGE
PRENTISS
(reading)
"Good evening to the children of 
Britain and friends around the 
globe.  Welcome to 'Arthur’s 
Hour!'” 
A deafening cheer rises up from the crowd.  Colin looks to 
Jane with approval as George waves back with enthusiasm.
PRENTISS
(reading)
This original BBC series is written 
by Jane Hardcastle and performed by 
George Ambrose.  Tonight's chapter: 
'Camelot'."
ON JANE
As she applauds along with the crowd. 
GEORGE
(recovered, reading)
“One hundred and fifty warriors and 
their families assembled on the day 
of Arthur and Guinevere’s vows.”  
He looks for Jane, finds her. Their eyes meet. 
ON COLIN
Taking notice.
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(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
(Reading)
“As she was destined to be at 
Arthur’s side forever, so too were 
these loyal man and women of 
Camelot.   And this pleased him 
more than all the riches in the 
world.” 
BACK TO JANE
A nod of acknowledgement. She directs her gaze out to the 
crowd, 
THE CROWD
- searching, and wondering. 
EXT. SOMERSET VILLAGE - AFTERNOON
Colin and Jane approach a small BED AND BREAKFAST. He’s 
agitated.
COLIN
Next to Churchill, George is the 
most popular man in England.  I 
just hope this “boy” business isn’t 
something unsavory.
JANE
He’s eccentric. Nothing more.
COLIN
Don’t molly-coddle him, Jane. I 
can’t have you contributing to our 
liabilities.
She stops him. 
JANE
Meaning?
COLIN
(sharp)
Our leading actor is completely 
daft and we have a total breakdown 
in security. You need to fully 
return to work and manage your 
responsibilities. 
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She looks at him incredulously.
COLIN
Any more problems - any -- and the 
Churchill broadcast, along with 
your chances of returning to News 
will disappear.  Just like Merlin 
does in George’s ridiculous 
stories. 
She flushes bright red, trying to maintain her composure.
COLIN
Is that clear?
JANE
Abundantly.  
COLIN
I’ve got to go back to London 
tonight. Manage him.
Colin hurries inside, leaving Jane at the curb. 
THE STREET - CONTINUOUS
The crew muscles equipment and luggage inside. George steps 
out of a car, approaches Jane. 
GEORGE
A kind woman from the audience gave 
me tickets for a production in the 
village tonight. Won’t you join me? 
JANE
Sorry, but I’m tired.
GEORGE
It would make amends for my 
behavior. And it would be my first 
theatrical experience. Please.  
JANE
Well, all right. I could use a 
distraction. 
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INT. SMALL THEATRE - NIGHT
Jane and George watch a performance of “The Tempest.” 
THE STAGE - CONTINUOUS
Prospero, Miranda and Fernando perform. George leans forward, 
listening. He’s spellbound.
PROSPERO
Our revels now are ended. These our 
actors, as I foretold you, were all 
spirits and are melted into air, 
into thin air. 
Looking back at Jane, he sees she’s deeply involved in the 
performance.
PROSPERO
And, like the baseless fabric of 
this vision, the cloud-capp'd 
towers, the gorgeous palaces, the 
solemn temples, the great globe 
itself.
ON JANE
A tear runs down her cheek.
PROSPERO
Yea, all which it inherit, shall 
dissolve and, like this 
insubstantial pageant faded, Leave 
not a rack behind. 
ON GEORGE
Not wanting to embarrass her, he quickly looks back to the 
play.
THE STAGE
PROSPERO
We are such stuff as dreams are 
made on, and our little life Is 
rounded with a sleep. 
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INT.  TEA ROOM - NIGHT
Jane and George sit at a small table.
GEORGE
Wonderful production.
Jane is in a daze. She nods.
GEORGE
I should get you back so you have a 
proper night’s rest.  
JANE
No.  Please.  Let’s stay a little 
longer.
GEORGE
Miss Hardcastle, I know I’ve been 
trouble and apologize if I’ve 
contributed to your distress.    
She looks up.
JANE
What distress?  
GEORGE
I’m sorry. Malcolm told me about 
your brother. I understand you were 
terribly close.
JANE
I’ve not told you this but my 
father used to read the Arthur 
stories to us at bedtime. Those 
were my favourite memories as a 
child. 
Her looks up with a weak smile.
JANE
What did Malcolm tell you?
GEORGE
Only that your brother was lost 
over the Channel.  
JANE
Not true.  That was my 
embellishment to dignify his death.
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She reaches forward and touches his hand.  
JANE
George, Jeremy wasn’t killed over 
the Channel. He was a brilliant 
pilot.  Flew twelve missions 
without a scratch.  He even got the 
Distinguished Flying Medal for...  
(quoting)
“...exceptional valor, courage and 
devotion to duty whilst flying in 
active operations against the 
enemy.”
He leans in closer.
JANE
No. It was stupid, really. 
She takes a deep breath, looks him squarely in the eye.
JANE
Jeremy was on furlough and came 
home. Late. Couldn’t get the train 
out to see our parents, so he 
stayed over at my place.  It was 
the second night of bombing. 
October.  We all prepared for the 
worst for months, but when the 
worst happened, we were 
surprisingly inept. 
She smiles at the memory.
JANE
He was my father’s favourite and I 
was “big sis.” Bossy and organized, 
as usual, always looking out for 
him.  So when the raid began, I 
took him down to the Anderson 
shelter.  George, how could anyone 
believe a bit of corrugated tin and 
less than a metre of dirt could 
stop a bomb? Stupid. 
CUT TO:
FLASHBACK, JANE’S HOUSE - NIGHT
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Jane and Jeremy lie on makeshift beds in the shelter. Jeremy 
enthusiastically telling her something that makes her laugh. 
He rises, hitches his pants, nods toward the house. 
JANE (V.O.
Jeremy wanted tea, volunteered to 
go back to the flat to put the 
kettle on.  But, no, I had to do 
it. 
She pushes him back, hurries out. Looking down the street, 
she sees FLASHES and the SOUND OF BOMBS EXPLODING in the far 
distance.
JANE (V.O.)
The bombs seemed to be falling 
mostly around the East End.  
JANE’S KITCHEN 
A gas flame ignites. She plops a kettle on the burner, is 
distracted and walks to the window, looks out. 
JANE (V.O.
As I lit the gas, they stopped and 
I suddenly felt safe.  Believed the 
planes were turning back to Berlin 
or wherever the hell they’re from.  
Then it happened.  
FLASHES and EXPLOSIONS a few streets away.
JANE (V.O.)
First one. Then another. Later, 
someone told me the German flyer 
must have had a few left and just 
dropped them indiscriminately as he 
was heading home. 
A DIRECT HIT half a block away. 
JANE (V.O.)
I remember looking down at the 
shelter. Jeremy in the doorway, 
that silly grin he always had to 
cheer me up. 
JANE’S POV FROM WINDOW
Jeremy’s smiling up at her from the shelter, cheerily 
shrugging off the approaching danger. Then  
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A MASSIVE FLASH AND REPERCUSSION 
- wipes the screen.
JANE (V.O.)
I saw the explosion before I heard 
it.  Threw me into the hall. 
THE WHITE HOT SCREEN 
- slowly fades back into view revealing Jane sprawled among 
broken furniture, glass. Her clothing is shredded. She makes 
her way over the rubble back to the kitchen. AMBULANCES can 
be heard in the distance.
JANE (V.O.)
I crawled back to the window.  
ON JANE
- her face smudged and bloodied. She sees a gaping hole in 
the wall. Inching forward she looks out.
JANE (V.O.)
The entire wall was gone.  I forced 
myself to look down.  
ON HER REACTION
SMASH CUT TO:
JANE’S FACE - THE TEA ROOM
Her features fill the screen. Her lips start trembling.
GEORGE
Miss Hardcastle...
She forcefully closes her eyes, trying but unsuccessful to 
control her emotions. Taking a deep breath, she opens her 
eyes wide, tears flowing freely down her face.  
JANE
There was no Anderson shelter...
Her look changes to confusion as she peers deep into George’s 
eyes. 
JANE
...and no Jeremy.
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George breathes deeply and manages a comforting smile as he 
grips her hand. 
EXT. GLASTONBURY ABBEY - MORNING
Broadcast truck and crew set-up for another remote broadcast 
near the massive ruins of an old monastery. Jane is in the 
center of the activity. Looking toward the Abbey, she sees
GEORGE
- standing before a marker monument, his eyes closed, hands 
folded.
Malcolm appears out of the back door of the truck.
MALCOLM
Time for the sound check.  
Jane leaves, quietly approaches
THE MONUMENT. 
A simple plaque is displayed on a signpost over what looks 
like a burial plot. George looks down. Somber, silent.  
ON JANE
She looks closely at the monument.  It reads:
“SITE OF KING ARTHUR’S TOMB. In the year 1278 the remains of 
King Arthur and his queen, Guinevere were moved to a black 
marble tomb on this site.  This tomb survived until the 
dissolution of the Abbey in 1539.”
Feeling her presence, George speaks.
GEORGE
Yes, I know, back to work.
He turns, slowly walks away.
ON JANE 
She looks from the monument to George. 
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INT. GLASTONBURY PUB - NIGHT
George and the crew are gathered before a blazing fire as 
locals wrap tinsel around a brightly decorated CHRISTMAS TREE 
in the background. Aubrey and Prentiss are drunk. Jane 
distributes paperwork to the group.
JANE
From the Military. More security 
requests for next week’s broadcast.  
MALCOLM
Not a problem. That old bulldog 
Winston knows me.  Well, in fact.
JANE
Oh, and how is that?
MALCOLM
Served under him in the 
Dardanelles.  Part of our “Great 
War.”
JANE
Enlisted?
MALCOLM
Lieutenant-Commander. The HMS 
Ocean.  One of the ones what sank.
Yes.  I’ve got Churchill to thank 
for this.
He rubs his crippled leg. Jane hands a form to George.
GEORGE
(reading the form)
I don’t know that I have a birth 
certificate.
AUBREY
You must find it, dear fellow. 
After the big broadcast you can 
write your own ticket.  Lend your 
name to say, King Arthur ale...
PRENTISS
(joining the game)
...or Lancelot shaving cream..
AUBREY
...how about Guinevere lingerie?  
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George abruptly leaps to his feet, grabbing a CARVING KNIFE 
from the table. He towers over Aubrey.  
GEORGE
How DARE you dishonor their memory 
in jest!
The entire room is hushed as he brandishes the knife 
threateningly. 
ON JANE
- stepping quickly between George and Aubrey.  She touches 
George’s hand. 
JANE
George. No.
GEORGE
AHHHH!
He casts the knife to the floor, turns, storms out. 
AUBREY
Touchy.
Gathering her coat, Jane follows George.
EXT.  GLASTONBURY STREET - NIGHT.
Rows of modest, comfortable looking houses, all spouting 
smoke from their chimneys.  A light snow falls.  The only 
sound is that of George trudging along.  Jane catches up.
JANE
They didn’t mean any harm. Only 
popping off after a hard week.
George continues on silently. Seeing something, he pauses, 
points to a row of houses.
GEORGE 
Does no one keep candles in their 
windows for Candlemas?
He looks closer.
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GEORGE
Oh, I forget.  The blackout.  But I 
doubt they keep the old customs 
anyway.
JANE
Candlemas?
GEORGE
It marks the middle of Winter.  
Most of the old customs just get 
taken over.  Like Christmas trees.  
They continue walking on silently for a moment. Suddenly, AN 
ENORMOUS RUMBLE as a convoy of military vehicles drives into 
view. Jane and George step aside, letting them pass. 
GEORGE 
I'm not made for this modern world 
and its people.
JANE
It's progress George.
GEORGE
To kill a man without seeing his 
face?  This is progress?  To not 
know the names of flowers?  All I 
see in this modern world is 
collective amnesia.  The steam 
engine?  Nylon? What about Nature?  
There are no mysteries left.
JANE
I think there's great mystery in 
technology.
GEORGE
Putting wires together, shooting 
sparks - it's mankind trying to be 
God.
JANE
Don't you find it amazing that your 
voice can be heard hundreds of 
miles away?
He points up at the sky.
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GEORGE
Look there.  Starlight.  You cannot 
go into a gallery and see that in a 
painting - no matter how good the 
painter - you have to come here.  
At night certain flowers open, 
others close, the scent in the air 
changes.  How do the flowers know?  
That’s a mystery.
They continue walking.
GEORGE (cont'd)
Do you ever pray?
JANE
I did.  
GEORGE
Did you ever pray that you would 
one day become a famous producer-
writer?
JANE
Yes I did actually.  Isn't it 
silly?
GEORGE
Do you pray for the war to end?  
For Britain to win?
JANE
Do you?
GEORGE
Sometimes I wonder if it matters 
who wins.  They worship the same 
God don't they?
JANE
That could be interpreted as less 
than patriotic.
GEORGE
Will you report me to the 
appropriate authorities?
They stop at their Bed and Breakfast. George picks up a 
snowball.
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GEORGE (cont'd)
The children suffer whichever side 
they're on and they have no say in 
the matter.  Sometimes I think it's 
not worth the sacrifice.
He throws the snowball down the dark street after the now 
distant military convoy.
JANE
I think it is.
GEORGE
I said sometimes.  I must say good 
night.
JANE
Good night, George.
George continues down the street.  Jane pauses a moment, 
watching him.
INT.  HOTEL FOYER
As Jane enters the DESK CLERK speaks up.
DESK CLERK
Telegram for you, Miss.
Jane READS, gasps.
CUT TO
INT.  TRAIN - NIGHT
Jane gazes out the train window, the only thing visible is 
her own reflection until see sees -
FLASHES IN THE DISTANCE
- a bombing raid in progress over London.  She closes her 
eyes and pushes herself back into the seat.
EXT.  PADDINGTON STATION - NIGHT
Every platform is in darkness with TROOPPS SWARMING in and 
out of trains.  
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On the platform, THREE SMALL CHILDREN sit on their luggage, 
their parents in conversation with an OFFICIAL filling out 
paperwork.  As Jane passes, a LOUD EXPLOSION is heard, 
accompanied by great FLASHES from outside the terminal.  The 
CHILDREN are sobbing as Jane pushes past.
INT.  ENTRANCE, HARDCASTLE HOME - NIGHT
Jane rushes in. The house has been hit by a bomb with the 
back half completely blown away. AIR RAID SIRENS sound an all 
clear.
JANE
(calling)
Mother, it's me!
PATRICIA
(O.S.)
In here.
THE DRAWING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Jane enters. Alec lies on a makeshift bed, Patricia and 
Kathleen beside him.
PATRICIA
We were just sitting there reading 
and then...this horrible 
noise..and...
JANE
It's all right.
Jane goes to Alec.
JANE
Hello Daddy.  How are you?  I 
suppose that's a stupid question.
ALEC
The Germans will never win. Can't 
even fly straight.
JANE
You should be in hospital.
ALEC
Is Jeremy here yet?
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PATRICIA
Alec...
JANE
I'm sure he's on his way.  Get some 
sleep.
Alec begins to doze as Kathleen returns.
JANE
You should lie down too, Kathleen.
KATHLEEN
They're awful bastards Jane.
Kathleen leaves.
PATRICIA
What if he...
JANE
Shh.  Let him sleep.
Jane kneels next to her father, gently stroking his hair.  
EXT.  HARDCASTLE HOME - MORNING
A DOCTOR exits his car, mounts the steps.
INT.  DRAWING ROOM
The Doctor finishes his examination of Alec.
DOCTOR
Who patched him up?
PATRICIA
Kathleen, our maid.
DOCTOR
Saved his life.  He should be in 
hospital, but if she'll look after 
him I'll let him stay here.  
THE KITCHEN
Kathleen is cleaning as Jane enters.
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JANE
Kathleen. I'm ... I'm very grateful 
to you.  
KATHLEEN
I'll tell you what - You keep your 
mum clear of the kitchen and you 
can consider the debt paid.
They smile at each other.
INT.  BROADCASTING HOUSE - NIGHT
The hallways and rooms are filled with criss-crossing OFFICE 
BOYS, SCRIPT GIRLS, MESSENGERS, ACTORS, all busy rolling 
microphones, yelling back and forth - a general sense of 
ordered chaos.  
INT.  BBC SOUND BOOTH - NIGHT
Jane enters, harried, to see Malcolm alone at the console.
MALCOLM
Welcome back.  
(he sees she’s tense)
Are you all right?
JANE
As well as can be expected. They 
seem to concentrating on the docks 
tonight.
MALCOLM
At least they fixed this place up a 
bit since we were last here.
JANE
(looking around)
Aubrey? Colin?
MALCOLM
No idea.
Through the glass Jane watches a musical duo performing. 
Behind them, Prentiss, George and the French announcer wait 
for their broadcast.  All wave welcomes to Jane. 
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BOOTH - CONTINUOUS
The door opens, Colin flies in. 
COLIN
Ghastly business.  Aubrey’s dead.  
JANE
What?
Malcolm looks up.
COLIN
Malcolm, please carry on. 
Malcolm returns his attention to the console. Colin whispers 
to Jane.
COLIN
He never made it to Paddington.  
His body was found by the tracks in 
a field near Bristol. Either fell 
off the train or someone pushed 
him.
JANE
Dear God.
COLIN
That’s not the half of it. 
Documents were found in his pocket.  
French codes.  
JANE
I don’t understand.  
COLIN
The Intelligence people believe 
they’ve found their spy.
Jane pauses, thinking.
JANE
He may have been a drunk, but 
Aubrey was sharp as a pin. Remember 
how he never read from his scripts? 
A habit from all those years in 
repertory. He would have memorized 
those codes.
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COLIN
It is hard to believe. But there is 
a silver lining. The Churchill 
broadcast is definitely going 
ahead.  
Jane walks to the glass, peers out.
JANE
Colin, were those documents loose, 
or in some sort of envelope?
COLIN
Courier pouch, I think.  Why?
JANE’S FLASHBACK
- GEORGE handing off the canvas pouch to the BEARDED MAN. 
BACK TO SCENE
JANE
Just curious.
ON GEORGE
- through the glass.  He holds up his script, gesturing to 
Jane approvingly.  
ON JANE
As she looks back, thinking.
INT.  BBC FOYER - NIGHT
George steps out into the night.
EXT.  BROADCASTING HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
George descends the building steps.  FIRE BELLS are heard in 
the distance, though there’s no bombing. Jane exits, watching 
George as he walks down the street.
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EXT.  BUS STOP - NIGHT
George waits as Jane watches from a slight distance.  A bus 
pulls up, George gets on.  Just before it pulls away, she 
jumps on board.  George climbs the stairs, Jane takes a seat 
below.
INT. BUS, UPPER DECK - CONTINUOUS
George watches the city passing by.  Bombed out buildings 
alternate with untouched ones.
INT. BUS - CONTINUOUS
Jane buys her ticket from the CONDUCTRESS.
EXT.  STREET ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF LONDON - NIGHT
George alights from the bus.  Jane follows at a discreet 
distance.
EXT.  LONDON STREET - CONTINUOUS
Jane trots to keep up with George as he quickens his pace.
EXT.  ORPHANAGE -  NIGHT
TIGHT on the entrance to an sturdy old building.  Its name, 
ST. GILES ORPHANAGE 
- is etched into the stone archway.   George enters the 
courtyard.  Jane follows.
INT. LOBBY, ORPHANAGE - DUSK
George waves to a FIGURE huddled in near darkness at the 
reception desk. He waves back.  
George disappears down a hallway, Jane enters and is startled 
as she recognizes the figure to be 
THE BEARDED MAN.
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ON JANE
A look of confusion as she approaches. Looking closely she 
sees he wears a cleric’s collar and a name badge reading: 
“FATHER PATRICK, RESIDENTIAL STAFF”
JANE
I’m with Mister Ambrose.  Could you 
direct me?
FATHER PATRICK
Of course, Miss. 
(pointing)
The end of the hallway.
Jane nods, follows.
INT.  ORPHANAGE DORMITORY - CONTINUOUS
Jane enters a long room lined with beds.  The furnishings are 
austere - a set of lockers, a small bookcase, a reproduction 
of St. George slaying the dragon, a few tables with multiple 
children’s drawings. 
At the far end, there’s a considerable commotion as SEVERAL 
DOZEN BOYS enthusiastically greet George.  
BOY #1
When are you going to read?
BOY #2
Pick me up! Pick me up!
BOY #3
Does Sir Gawain beat the Green 
Knight?
Close by, one SMALL BOY lies still in his bed, his face to 
the wall.  A NUN appears, calls out to George.
NURSE
He's hardly moved since your last 
visit.
Looking in her direction, George sees Jane.
GEORGE
Why, Miss Hardcastle.  What a 
surprise.
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George walks over to the small boy.
GEORGE
Oliver?
The boy rises up acknowledging his name. Jane sees that the 
boy’s face is been badly burned. She stifles a gasp. 
George looks directly into the boy’s eyes with absolute 
acceptance, warmth.  Oliver returns a crooked smile from his 
scarred lips.  
GEORGE
Come here, son.
As Oliver crawls to the end of his bed, George scoops him up, 
turns to Jane.
GEORGE
Will you join us?
Jane joins the boys on the floor as George opens the BOOK, 
smiling at her.
EXT.  STREET - LATER
Jane and George step off a bus.
JANE
I'm sorry. I was suspicious. It's 
wartime.
GEORGE
I encountered Aubrey only once 
outside work. At his pub. Not to 
enlist him in espionage, mind you,  
but to warn him to stop abusing 
you. And the “clandestine” affair 
with Father Patrick was my weekly 
tithe for the orphanage.
An AIR RAID WARNING SIREN sounds.
JANE
Oh no.  Not again.  Come on.  
Tube’s around the corner.
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EXT.  STAIRS, TUBE STATION - CONTINUOUS
People rushing into the underground,  Jane and George among 
them.  Jane pulls George toward the stairs. He resists.
GEORGE
It's like entering your own grave.
JANE
We must hurry.
GEORGE
I can't.  Rather take my chances up 
here.
As George sees Jane’s panic, he looks around and sees a 
massive stone MAUSOLEUM next to A CHURCH.
GEORGE
Come on.
He takes her hand, dashes toward the church.
INT.  MAUSOLEUM - LATER
There are a number of PEOPLE sheltering among old tombs 
adorned with carved effigies.  The only light comes from the 
few candles people have managed to bring along.  The SOUNDS 
of BOMBING begins.
Jane is calm, comforted by the presence of others.  A MAN 
hands her a blanket.  She shares it with George.
GEORGE
It's hard to imagine a city can 
survive this.
JANE
You sound like my father.
GEORGE
I hope that's not a bad thing.  He 
must be very proud of you.
JANE
It's hard for him. I think he sees 
my brother as a generation lost, 
and in no good cause.  A girl isn't 
quite the same thing.
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GEORGE
But of course you are!  I should 
speak to this father of yours.  
JANE
I don’t think so, George.  It won't 
make it any easier for me.
GEORGE
Maybe he's afraid you'll be carried 
off by some deceitful suitor.  
She avoids his look.
GEORGE
I have seen Colin looking at you in 
a certain way. Many times.
Jane looks back to him.
JANE
Afraid I’m the deceitful one.  
GEORGE
How?
JANE
I was attracted to his looks and 
position.  I thought I needed those 
far more than love.  
A bomb RUMBLES and Jane pushes up against the wall, closing 
her eyes in fear.
GEORGE
Are you all right?
JANE
Yes, yes.
He wraps the blanket around her.
GEORGE
There, my dear. You’re under the 
protection of a “king.” Nothing 
will harm you.
He smiles reassuringly at her. An ELDERLY WOMAN kneels down 
to them, holding out a tray of tea cups.  
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ELDERLY WOMAN
Cup o’ tea, luv?
JANE
Yes. Thank you.
GEORGE 
(looking at the woman as 
she pours)
We are a remarkable people.  Always 
have been.
WOMAN
Ol’ Hitler doesn't stand a chance.
GEORGE
You’re right, dear lady.  Not a 
chance.
INT.  MAUSOLEUM - MORNING
Jane has FALLEN ASLEEP in George’s arms.  He gently pulls her 
closer.
EXT. LONDON STREET, PHONE BOX - EARLY AFTERNOON
A MAN is seen from behind, unrecognizable.  He’s having a 
heated phone conversation.
MAN
Yes, I know, but Aubrey was the 
decoy. If she keeps digging, it 
will derail everything.  Yes, of 
course I’ll do whatever is 
necessary. Right.  
He slams the receiver down, frustrated.  Turning into the 
light he is revealed to be
COLIN.
He looks around to be sure he isn’t seen, pulls down his hat, 
walks away.  
EXT.  HARDCASTLE HOME - LATE AFTERNOON
A taxi pulls to the curb with Jane and George inside. Jane 
steps out.
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JANE
I’ll be right back. 
ENTRANCE, HARDCASTLE HOME - CONTINUOUS
Patricia opens the front door, embraces Jane.  Alec appears, 
moving slowly.  They pull her into the house.  
THE TAXI
George watches. He leans forward, hands the driver a note.
GEORGE
I’ll get out here.  
He steps out of the taxi, mounts the steps.
INT. HARDCASTLE HOME - CONTINUOUS
PATRICIA
Janie, stay for lunch.
JANE
Can’t, must get back. 
Looking over Jane’s shoulder, Patricia sees George peering 
through the front window.  She turns to her husband.
PATRICIA
Alec?
ALEC
I’ll shoo him away.  
Jane sees George.  
JANE
No, that’s Mister Ambrose.
ALEC
The fellow from your programme?  
Invite him in!
PATRICIA
We’d like to meet him, Janie.
JANE
Alright, but just for a minute.
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Jane crosses, opens the door, nudges George. 
JANE
George, this is my mother, 
Patricia, and my father, Alec.
GEORGE
It's an honour, Mr. and Mrs. 
Hardcastle, truly.
ALEC
Please, Alec.
PATRICIA
Yes, first names.  I feel I already 
know you from the wireless.  You've 
been in our house every week for I 
don't know how long.  Come in, come 
in.
On Jane’s worried look.
THE STUDY
ALEC
Drink George?  Whisky, sherry, 
brandy.
GEORGE
You don't have a bottle of beer do 
you?
PATRICIA
Kathleen will know.  I'll ask her.
THE KITCHEN
PATRICIA
Kathleen, do we have beer anywhere?
It's for Mr. Ambrose. He’s here 
with Janie.
KATHLEEN
Really? Is he as handsome as his 
voice?  
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PATRICIA
He's not quite what I expected, but 
if you produce beer, I'll introduce 
you.
KATHLEEN
I'll mash some barley right away.
THE STUDY
Patricia hands George a GLASS OF BEER.
PATRICIA
Here we are.
GEORGE
Thank you.
George gulps half of it down spilling some down his chin and 
onto his shirt.  He tries unsuccessfully to stifle a belch.  
A slightly shocked look from Patricia.
GEORGE
Beer is something we've always done 
right.
ALEC
I certainly hope we can claim more 
than that.
GEORGE
It's no small accomplishment.  You 
ask the men sweating and dying in 
North Africa what they miss most 
and I'd bet my life almost all of 
them would say a pint down at their 
local pub.
JANE
Not their wives and sweethearts?
GEORGE
A pint is predictable.
PATRICIA
Oh, Mr. Ambrose!
ALEC
So, George, is Jane competent?
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Jane bristles.
PATRICIA
(trying to change the 
subject)
I'll just check on how our lunch is 
progressing. You will stay, you 
two?
George turns to Alec.
GEORGE
You should be proud.  She's twice 
as good as anyone else and only 
half as much trouble. 
Awkward silence. 
PATRICIA
(to Jane)
Give us a hand, in the kitchen 
won’t you?
George winks at Jane as Patricia pulls her along.
ALEC
She always was a good girl.  Do you 
have children George?
GEORGE
No.  I regret it sometimes, but 
only rarely. Every age seems to 
devour its sons in war and raise 
its daughters for widowhood.
ALEC
I lost a son.  Not in the fighting.
GEORGE
Yes.  I know.  He died without hate 
in his heart, a rare enough thing 
in these times.
ALEC
I'd never looked at it in that way.
GEORGE
Killing is a hard business, even in 
a noble cause. He was spared that.
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ALEC
We lay such heavy burdens on our 
sons.
George gently places his hand on Alec’s arm. 
GEORGE
Sir, you might be surprised how 
much your daughter can bear.
DINING ROOM
The Hardcastles and George around the dining table.  Kathleen 
enters with a large bowl soup.
PATRICIA
George, this is Kathleen O'Rourke 
and whether she'll admit it or not, 
she's been dying to meet you.
George stands, goes to Kathleen and takes her hand.
GEORGE
Delighted to meet you, Miss 
O’Rourke. 
Kathleen stares at George, clearly surprised by his 
appearance. 
GEORGE
I fear the feeling may not be 
mutual? 
KATHLEEN
I'm er, I'm sorry, it's just so 
strange to meet you, you know.
GEORGE
I sure you were expecting debonair 
and handsome. Unfortunately, you 
must find me fat and very much out 
of place here. I apologize.
KATHLEEN
You drink beer.  I like that.  No 
offense, Mr. H., but I'd say that's 
what gives him the lovely voice.  
Will you have some soup?
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DRAWING ROOM - LATER
Patricia, Jane, Alec and George are seated having an after-
lunch drink.
ALEC
I have a very large favour to ask, 
George.
GEORGE
Ask away sir.
ALEC
I'd very much like to hear you read 
a little verse for my family.
JANE
Oh Daddy, we must go back to work.
GEORGE
It would be an honour.
(looks to the kitchen)
One moment.
He leaves the room.
THE KITCHEN
Kathleen is cleaning up.
GEORGE
I was hoping you might join us for 
a little reading I'm about to do.
KATHLEEN
Oh, I really can’t.
GEORGE
Yes you can.
He takes her hand and leads her out.
DRAWING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
George and Kathleen enter.  
KATHLEEN
Mr. Ambrose insisted.
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George steps to the BOOKCASE, picks up a BOOK, flips through 
its pages.
GEORGE
I find this one quite nice.  It's 
called, "Guinevere to Lancelot."
He looks around, seriously.
GEORGE
They weren't lovers, as is commonly 
believed.  However, the poetry is 
marvelous.
Kathleen takes a chair.
GEORGE
(reading)
"The night is here, and thou art 
with me still, Loved one, although 
beyond the reach of hand eager to 
clasp thee; and I long to fill 
Again this soul more dry than 
desert sands.  Now thou art gone, 
and the deep flowing streams Of thy 
most gracious presence.  Soon it 
will return all life-like in the 
land of dreams."
Alec looks across the room to 
JEREMY’S PORTRAIT
GEORGE
(reading)
"How shall our struggling hearts, 
so many years As may perchance be 
thine and mine, sweet Love, Out-
face this ceaseless storm of hopes 
and fears, For aye within us, round 
below, above?"
ON JANE
Looking at her father. He senses her.
GEORGE (O.S.)
(reading)
"Oh ask me not; 
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for whether joy or tears Remain for 
us, we must bear silently..."
ALEC'S FACE
As he tries to maintain composure.
GEORGE (O.S.)
(reading)
"Dearest, and with a love that 
cannot die."
George closes the book. All are moved, silent.  Alec rises.
ALEC
Thank you, George.  
He gives George a firm handshake.
ALEC
I should retire. Doctor’s orders.
JANE
I'll see you up.
Alec nods as she takes him arm, leading him to the stairs.  
GEORGE
I hope I haven't caused any 
trouble.
PATRICIA
Quite the contrary, I think.
KATHLEEN
Oh, Mr. Ambrose, I shall never 
forget this day.  
PATRICIA
I'm happy to say you're not at all 
what I expected, George.  It's the 
tall, handsome ones you have to be 
careful of.  You remember that 
Kathleen.
GEORGE
Wasn't Alec tall and handsome?
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GEORGE (O.S.) (cont'd)
(CONTINUED)
PATRICIA
Yes, but he thought I was 
interested in him for his mind.
ALEC'S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS
Jane pulls the covers over her father.
ALEC
There's something I want to give 
you.
Alec reaches into his bedside table and takes out a jewelry 
box.  Opening it he removes a POCKET WATCH, hands it to Jane.
Jane opens the watch.
JANE
(reading)
"To Jeremy: 'Seek wisdom, learn to 
be brave, take pleasure only in the 
approval of the wise.'" Thank you, 
Daddy.
ALEC
Goodnight Janie.
JANE
Rest well, dear.
She kisses him and leaves.
INT.  JANE'S OFFICE - DAY
Jane is reading George’s personnel file.  Folding it over, 
she puts her head in her hands. a KNOCK at the door.
JANE
Yes?
MALCOLM
(opening the door, poking 
his head in)
May I?
JANE
Yes, come in.
She pulls the file to her chest.
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MALCOLM
Colin wanted us to discuss 
technical details for the Churchill 
broadcast.  
Jane clings to the file, places her hand over the label.
MALCOLM
Are you all right? 
JANE
Of course.
He gently pulls her hand away, looks at the file, sits.
MALCOLM
Jane, as I left the last staff 
meeting, I overheard your 
conversation. 
JANE
Conversation?
MALCOLM
With Colin.  About George.
She looks away.
MALCOLM
Look, we’ve known each other for a 
long time. I may be able to help.  
This business about his missing 
papers...
JANE
Yes?
MALCOLM
Do you know Daphne in licensing? 
Last name’s Anthony.
INT.  BBC LICENSING OFFICE - DAY
A secretary, DAPHNE, sits at a desk.  Jane enters.
JANE
Hello, Daphne.
DAPHNE
Hello, Miss Hardcastle
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JANE
I do wish you'd call me Jane, 
Daphne.
DAPHNE
I will, Miss Hardcastle.
JANE
Isn't your father's name George?
EXT.  SOMERSET HOUSE - LATER
A taxi pulls up.  Jane gets out, pays the fare.
INT.  SOMERSET HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
Jane approaches the public inquiry desk.  Behind is a middle-
aged CLERK.
CLERK
Yes?
JANE
I need a copy of my father's birth 
certificate and service discharge.
CLERK
Your father needs to come himself.
Jane notices that the clerk is wearing a REGIMENTAL PIN.
JANE
He's having difficulty getting his 
war pension. They need to see his 
records and it's so hard for him to 
get around on the artificial leg... 
but I don't want to put you out.  
I'm sure I can drag him here.
CLERK
What was the name, Miss?
JANE
George Anthony.
Jane passes a piece of paper and a BBC identification 
document to the clerk
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CLERK
We haven't shipped that year out 
yet.  Let me check for you, Miss 
Anthony.
Jane smiles at the clerk.
INT.  CHEMIST SHOP - AFTERNOON
Looking among BOTTLES on an aisle, Jane sees a WOMAN and BOY 
on the opposite side. The boy turns:
THE ONE WITH THE ODD GREEN EYES
He approaches.
MARTIN
You're the lady who helps George.
JANE
I am. I saw you in the Underground. 
And in Somerset. 
The WOMAN turns around.
MRS. CALDWELL
Stop bothering the lady, Martin.
MARTIN
We live at Caldwell farm near 
Cornwall. You can always find me 
there.
JANE
That must be very lovely for you.
MARTIN
George's time is almost done.
JANE
What?
MRS. CALDWELL
(stepping between them)
You must be special, love.  
Normally he doesn't make a peep.  
(whispering)
They found him wandering the 
streets. 
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(CONTINUED)
His parents must have been killed 
and he always seems off in a world 
of his own, so you mustn't take too 
much notice of him.  Come on, 
Martin.
She scoots the boy of the shop.  Jane turns to the SHOPKEEPER 
and pays for a BOTTLE OF ASPIRIN.
INT.  WOMAN’S LAVATORY, BBC - DAY
Jane is STARING at her reflection in the mirror as she fills 
a paper cup with water.  She looks down at a FILE FOLDER on 
the sink. From her expression, she is clearly making an 
important decision.  Looking back in the mirror, she pops an 
aspirin into her mouth, drinks from the cup.  
INT.  REHEARSAL ROOM -  DAY
Colin, George and Jim Prentiss sit around a low table, 
teacups and biscuits strewn about.
GEORGE
(reading)
"Straining his eyes he thought he 
saw..."
George pauses, raising a handkerchief to wipe his forehead.  
Jane enters.
GEORGE
(reading)
"...the barge carrying Arthur to 
his final resting place. Far away 
as they sailed, into the vast 
expanse of water ..."
George puts down his script.
GEORGE
(reading)
"...and vanished into the light."
He wearily pushes away from the table, rubs his eyes.
JANE
We can take a break.
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MRS. CALDWELL (cont'd)
(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Yes, please.
JANE
Could I see you for a moment?
INT.  BBC HALLWAY
Jane looks around to be sure they’re alone.
JANE
You'll need these.
Jane hands George 
A BIRTH CERTIFICATE AND MILITARY DISCHARGE PAPERS.
GEORGE
I don't understand.
JANE
There's no record of your birth 
anywhere and that will cause 
problems.
GEORGE
What?
JANE
You went missing in the last war.  
As soon as you show up again, 
you're technically a deserter.
GEORGE
But I'm not a deserter.
JANE
Would I have acquired a birth 
certificate for you if I thought 
you were?
GEORGE
I can't use this.  It's a lie.  
JANE
It's a means to an end - for both 
of us.
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GEORGE
I cannot use something false, no 
matter how honourable the cause.
JANE
You're an actor - how hard is it to 
pretend you're George Anthony with 
the stage name Ambrose?
GEORGE
We must talk.
EXT.  REGENT’S PARK - DAY
George and Jane walk through the park.
GEORGE
Miss Hardcastle, we've become good 
friends... it's very important to 
me that you...  I just wanted to 
clear something up before 
tomorrow’s broadcast.
JANE
Yes?
GEORGE
I'll keep quiet about the false 
documents, but I don't want you to 
think I'm a deserter.
JANE
Your word is good enough for me.
GEORGE
I want to explain something.
JANE
That won’t be necessary...
GEORGE
Please, just listen.  
He gestures to a park bench. They sit.
GEORGE
When I was wounded in battle, I was 
taken to a special place.
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JANE
Somewhere in Germany?
GEORGE
No.  Before that.  Long before. 
JANE
What place?  
George pauses as a young couple come into close view. They 
pass.
GEORGE
Ynys Afallon. Near Glastonbury.
JANE
Ynis Af... what?
GEORGE
Presently called Avalon.
JANE
Avalon?
GEORGE
Yes. 
JANE
And you would be...?
GEORGE
Yes.  
He nods. 
JANE
Please, George, stop joking.
George takes her hand, looking very serious.
GEORGE
This is no joke.
She looks at him, confused.
JANE
You really think you're Arthur?
She stares off into space.
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GEORGE
It's not that.  You see, in the 
prophesy I must return to save 
Britain in her greatest time of 
need.  That time is here.  And now.
Jane goes pale, pushes his hand away. Beat.
JANE
I believed in you, George. Depended 
on you. But you really are... 
(trying to find the right 
word)
...quite insane. Aren’t you?
GEORGE
That I am not.  I couldn't survive 
the last war, everything had become 
so... modern. Mechanized. Couldn’t 
figure it out. I don't know why 
I’ve come back this time in this 
way, but it has to do with finding 
Merlyn.  He decided to spend the 
rest of eternity as a child because 
he’d grown weary of the magic. It 
caused far too much trouble for 
everyone.  
She’s speechless.
GEORGE
He's a boy now, don’t you see?
JANE
I can’t hear this George.
GEORGE
Please.  That’s why I auditioned 
for your programme. To locate 
Merlyn through the radio. And the 
Churchill broadcast will be my 
largest audience.  I need his 
counsel. Can’t figure this out by 
myself.
JANE
I... I must go.
Jane stands, accidentally knocking her bag over, spilling its 
contents.  George crouches to pick up the mess. She pushes 
him away.  
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JANE
No. I’ll do that.
Jane quickly gathers her belongings, leaves.
GEORGE
Miss Hardcastle, please... 
INT.  GEORGE'S ROOM - NIGHT
George sits at his desk holding an ancient leather pouch.  He 
shakes the contents out into his hand.  They are -
RUNE STONES.  
George throws the stones onto the table, looking at them 
intently.  Something alarming.  He rises, finds a sheet of 
paper and begins to write.
C.U. PAPER
George's writes: "MISS HARDCASTLE" across the top.
INT.  BBC FOYER - AFTERNOON
Malcolm, Jane and Prentiss stand among gear moving equipment 
through the entrance. Colin approaches.
COLIN
All going well.  And our star?
JANE
He'll be here.
COLIN
I’m counting on you.
George appears. Jane avoids his look.
GEORGE
Good afternoon.
COLIN
You really don't look well, George.  
GEORGE
I’m fine.  Miss Hardcastle, could I 
have a word?
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JANE
Yes.
George nudges her away from the others.  
GEORGE
Listen very carefully.
JANE
George, no...
GEORGE
Please. When today is done, I want 
you to go straight to my flat. 
There’s something there I want you 
to take care of for me.
She won’t answer.
GEORGE
Humour me.  Let's just say the 
runes told me to ask you this.
JANE
All right, I'll go after the 
broadcast.
GEORGE
You must get there before anyone 
else.
JANE
George...
GEORGE
Promise me.
JANE
I promise.
Colin approaches them.
COLIN
We're moving out.
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EXT.  STREET OUTSIDE BROADCASTING HOUSE - AFTERNOON
A convoy of cars and a BBC truck pulls away.
CUT TO:
INT.  WAR ROOMS
The BBC CREW rolls in their equipment.  A SOLDIER blocks 
their access.
SOLDIER
They're not ready for you yet.  Put 
it all down here for now.
The soldier indicates a dimly-lit hallway where the crew 
lines up to be searched by other SOLDIERS. 
INT.  WAR ROOMS, MAIN HALLWAY
Hubbub of crew preparing for the broadcast, Jane, Malcolm and 
Colin discussing the set-up.  George stands apart, nervously 
studying his script.
The door opens, Churchill’s BODYGUARD appears.
BODYGUARD
The Prime Minister would like to 
see everyone now.
INT.  MAP ROOM
A HUGE MAP OF EUROPE covers one wall.  The BBC group enters.  
Churchill is present with SENIOR OFFICERS, SECRETARIES etc.
CHURCHILL
Ah!  The Knights of the Round Table
A PAIR OF HANDS
- holds 
A PACK OF OLD GOLD CIGARETTES, 
pointed at the map.  The SOUND of a CAMERA SHUTTER reveals a 
small LENS concealed within the letter “O”. 
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BACK TO SCENE
BODYGUARD
Prime Minister?
CHURCHILL
Yes?
Churchill’s Bodyguard points to the map. 
CHURCHILL
Please.
The Bodyguard draws a curtain across the map.
CHURCHILL
Don't tell any of your Nazi 
neighbours, now, will you?  
Wouldn't want to spoil the 
surprise.  
Churchill approaches George, extends his hand.
CHURCHILL
You must be George Ambrose.
GEORGE
Yes, sir.
CHURCHILL
It is I who should call you "sir".  
Your renditions of the Arthur 
stories are magnificent.  One might 
suspect you were actually there.
Churchill winks at George.  A look of concern crosses Jane's 
face.
GEORGE
I do my best, Prime Minister.
Jane breathes a sigh of relief.
CHURCHILL
Shall we, ladies and gentlemen?  Do 
you have my speech, Mary?
MARY
Yes, sir.
The group enters.
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INT.  WAR ROOMS - NIGHT
Churchill sees Malcolm, who is fiddling with the console. He 
squints with a look of recognition.
CHURCHILL
Why, is that you MacLellen?
MALCOLM
Yes it is, Prime Minister.
CHURCHILL
So good to see you, Lieutenant 
Commander.
Churchill extends his hand.  They shake. Malcolm reaches up 
to his jacket pocket where we see -
THREE CIGARS
Malcolm touches the cigars.
MALCOLM 
Afterwards.  A victory smoke.
CHURCHILL
Splendid.
Malcolm dons his headphones.
MALCOLM
Could we get a level, sir?
CHURCHILL
(reciting)
"There was a young lady of Tring
Who sat by the fire to sing. A hot 
piece of charcoal flew up her..."
MALCOLM
Perfect, thank you.  George?
George is miles away in a world of his own.
MALCOLM
George?
Malcolm points to the microphone.
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(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Oh, yes.  One two three, one two 
three, one two...
Churchill approaches George with two whisky glasses.
CHURCHILL
Here, George.  I find four or five 
of these and I'm ready for a good 
day's work. 
GEORGE
Thank you.
George takes the drink.
MALCOLM
(calling out)
Stand by everyone.
Cupping his headphone to his ear, Malcolm raises four 
fingers.
MALCOLM
And four three, two, one...
He signals Prentiss.
PRENTISS
(reading)
"And now, a special broadcast of 
'Arthur’s Hour' the original BBC 
series written by Jane Hardcastle 
and performed by George Ambrose. We 
will be followed by an address from 
the Prime Minister, Sir Winston 
Churchill, who is here with us as 
we present this week’s episode, 
'The Once and Future King'."
Wiping sweat from his brow, George exchanges places with 
Prentiss.
GEORGE
(reading)
"Only Arthur and Bedivere survived 
the final battle at Camlaan.  And 
when the king saw his men dead and 
scattered on the field, his great 
heart was shattered.” 
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(CONTINUED)
ON JANE
She looks up, catches George’s eye.  He looks down, relating 
the story directly to her. 
CLOSER
- on Jane’s eyes. Listening intently.  
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. CAMLANN FIELD (GEORGE’S STORY) - SUNSET
Arthur reaches up from the ground, clasping BEDIVERE’S ARM. 
Painfully, he rises. Everywhere are 
THE BODIES OF SLAIN MEN.
Overcome with grief, Arthur, covers his eyes. He steadies 
himself on Excalibur.  As Arthur speaks, it is in George’s 
voice:  
GEORGE (V.O.)
'Now rest, my dear, dear friends! 
Your faith and sacrifice shall 
never be forgotten. And your 
valiant hearts, though turned to 
dust, shall be carried away on the 
wings of doves, into eternity."
A SERIES OF SHOTS of Churchill, Malcolm, Colin, and, finally, 
Jane. Spellbound.
INT.  HARDCASTLE HOUSE
Alec, Patricia and Kathleen gathered around the radio.
GEORGE 
(from the radio)
Arthur then commanded Bedivere to 
throw the sword into the lake.  
Bedivere obeyed, casting it as far 
across the waters with all his 
strength. Suddenly, a hand shot 
up... 
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THE LAKE (GEORGE’S STORY) - SUNSET
A WOMAN’S ARM 
- slices up through the water’s surface, catches Excalibur, 
holds it aloft. 
GEORGE (V.O.
...from those mystical depths and 
caught the sword.  For one brief 
moment, Excalibur was raised high, 
its blade shimmering as never 
before in the moonlight. Then, just 
as quickly as it appeared, the hand 
slipped beneath the waves, carrying 
Excalibur from their sight.
The arm disappears. 
THE BATTLEFIELD
Arthur stumbles, slumps to the ground.
INT.  ORPHANAGE - CONTINUOUS
ON OLIVER'S FACE
Listening,  nurse and the other children surrounding him. 
GEORGE 
(from the radio)
And from the mists of the lake 
appeared a barge.  
THE LAKE (GEORGE’S STORY) 
A barge cuts through the mist on the lake. As it glides to 
the shore, FIVE WOMEN IN SHEER ROBES disembark, move onto the 
battlefield. 
GEORGE (V.O.)
Upon it were five maidens, all in 
white. 
THE BATTLEFIELD (GEORGE’S STORY) 
The Women place Arthur on a litter, pass Bedivere as they 
return to the barge.  
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GEORGE (V.O.)
They gathered up the dying king and 
set off.  When Bedivere saw them 
leaving, he called out: "My lord 
Arthur, what shall become of us now 
that you have gone?"
ON ARTHUR’S FACE
Eyes closed as he’s carried away.
MATCH CUT TO:
GEORGE’S FACE.  
He is emotional, though his voice remains strong.
GEORGE (cont'd)
(reading)
"Arthur could not answer, for he 
was now fast asleep."
ON JANE
- visibly moved. 
ON COLIN
- nervously looking around.  He slowly moves away from the 
others.
GEORGE (cont'd)
(reading)
"But the most beautiful of the 
women called out from the barge, 
her voice like a dream: "He shall 
slumber on the Isle of Avalon, 
awaiting the call of the Britons."
GEORGE
He looks directly into
JANE'S FACE
- hanging on his words.
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GEORGE
(reading)
"And on the hour of that day, when 
his beloved country is in her 
greatest hour of need, he shall yet 
return."
ON COLIN
- moving closer to Churchill.
CLOSE ON MALCOLM
- looking toward Colin.
C.U. GEORGE
Beads of sweat roll down his flushed face.
GEORGE
(reading)
"Sir Bedivere climbed as high as he 
could to the top of the hill hoping 
for one last sight of his beloved 
Arthur. Straining his eyes beneath 
his hand, he thought he saw the 
speck that bore his king across 
those vast waters. Passing on, 
smaller, and smaller, as it finally 
vanished with the dying sun on the 
horizon."
JANE'S P.O.V.
She’s watching George who FADES into 
A VISION
MARTIN
(ethereal, echoing)
There is great danger.
ON JANE
- straining her eyes. The vision of Martin now gone.
MALCOLM
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- taking off his headphones, approaching Churchill. 
MALCOLM
(whispering, gesturing to 
the mic)
Now, sir. Your turn.
Malcolm is tense.  Determined.  He nudges Churchill next to 
George, draws a CIGAR from his pocket, stripping it of its 
wrapper to reveal
A TINY, MODIFIED PISTOL
ON COLIN
- alarmed as he sees Malcolm’s sharp movements. 
ON GEORGE
- looking on with horrified realization -- he quickly steps 
between the two, pushing Churchill away.  
COLIN
- expertly draws a REVOLVER. George pulls Malcolm to the 
ground.  A SHOT RINGS OUT.
JANE
George!
Colin reaches down, pulling Malcolm up from the floor. They 
struggle. Colin slips. In a single, deft movement 
MALCOLM SHOOTS COLIN 
- then grabs his PISTOL. He jerks George up, placing the 
barrel of the pistol at his head.  The Bodyguard and officers 
draw their GUNS, becoming human shields for Churchill. Colin 
stumbles to his feet, A BLOODY STAIN growing on his shoulder. 
COLIN
(clutching his wound)
Put it down, Malcolm.
MALCOLM
I would never have expected you to 
be...
(looking him over)
British Intelligence?  
He scans the room.
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MALCOLM (cont'd)
STAND BACK!  EVERYONE!
Malcolm backs out of the room with George as his hostage.  
The door slams shut and Jane rushes to a TELEPHONE,  dials 
rapidly.
HALLWAY, WAR ROOMS - CONTINUOUS
Malcolm forces a chair under the door knob, pushes George 
forward.  A soldier-guard sees them, raises his rifle.  
Malcolm immediately SHOOTS HIM DEAD.  George stumbles.  
MALCOLM
Come on, George!  I’m the cripple! 
If you can't keep up, I’ll have to 
shoot you.
They mount the stairs.
WAR ROOMS - CONTINUOUS
A group of officers rush the door, knocking it down.  Colin 
struggles to keep up as Jane follows.  
EXT.  WAR ROOMS - NIGHT 
Colin, Jane and the soldiers emerge from the stairs to see  
A BOMBING RAID IN FULL PROGRESS
Very close with HUGE, BILLOWING FIRES and ECHOES OF DEAFENING 
EXPLOSIONS.  
Jane panics, retreating down the stairs.
ON COLIN AND THE SOLDIERS
Looking around for any sign of Malcolm or George. Nothing. 
Colin turns to an OFFICER.
COLIN
I want road blocks within a mile 
radius.  
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The Officer ducks at a dangerously close EXPLOSION.
COLIN
And all trains must be stopped now.  
I want... 
Colin’s legs buckle and he collapses down the stairs.  The 
Officer moves to assist him.
OFFICER
(calling)
MEDIC!
Jane climbs past them, looks up as -
GREAT FLASHES FROM ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS FILL THE SKY
ON JANE
- making a decision.
She scrambles up the stairs, runs out.
EXT.  UNDERGROUND ENTRANCE, WESTMINSTER - NIGHT
With people scurrying for shelter, Malcolm pushes George to 
the top of the stairs. George looks down, hesitates.
MALCOLM
I don't think I'll be needing you 
anymore, George.
Malcolm shoves George to the ground and runs down the 
staircase.  George stumbles to his feet, looks down the steps 
descending into the dark abyss of the Underground.
EXT. VARIOUS ENTRANCES TO TUBE STATIONS
Military vehicles roaring up, soldiers pouring out, 
descending into the Underground.
EXT.  UNDERGROUND ENTRANCE, WESTMINSTER - CONTINUOUS
Jane dashes up, breathless, as a SOLDIER questions a WOMAN.
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WOMAN
(indicating staircase)
Went down there.  The one with the 
gun and a fat bloke following 
after.
INT.  UNDERGROUND PLATFORM - CONTINUOUS
Malcolm reaches the bottom of the stairs, people rushing in 
every direction.  
PUBLIC ADDRESS (V.O.)
Please evacuate the station as 
quickly and calmly as possible.  
The stairs end at a double platform - Malcolm heads for the 
other side.  A GUARD approaches him.
GUARD
Sir, the station is closed.
Malcolm whips the guard unconscious with the revolver.
TOP OF THE STAIRS
George descends slowly, pushing through the crush of people.
GEORGE
(shouting)
PLEASE! LET ME THROUGH!
INT.  NORTHBOUND SIDE
Malcolm enters the cab of a waiting train.
MALCOLM
Move the train.
DRIVER
Can’t.  Emergency order.
Malcolm points the gun at the driver.
MALCOLM
Take me to the next station.  Slow 
down before the station where the 
tunnel widens.
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THE PLATFORM
George quickly enters the train as doors close.
THE STAIRCASE
Jane runs down as the train pulls away.  She sees the 
unconscious guard on the ground.
INT.  EMBANKMENT TUBE STOP
A squadron of soldiers stands ready as they hear the SOUND of 
an APPROACHING TRAIN.  All tense.  The train’s lights appear. 
Suddenly the train slows, stops.
OFFICER
TUNNEL!
As the soldiers move in, A VOICE is heard from within.
MAN
DONT SHOOT!  DONT SHOOT!
OFFICER
HOLD YOUR FIRE!  SHOW YOURSELF, 
HANDS IN THE AIR!
A MAN in uniform emerges, a dark figure silhouetted against 
the train lights.
MAN
(pointing behind him)
HE HEADED BACK INTO THE TUNNEL!
OFFICER
Are you hurt?
MAN
No.
OFFICER
MOVE IN!
Soldiers flood the tunnel.  The Officer approaches the Man.  
In the light, we see it is 
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MALCOLM
OFFICER
Get yourself out of harm's way.
MALCOLM
Thank you.
DRIVER'S CAB
Two soldiers peer into the cab.  The driver, stripped of his 
uniform, lies on the floor, a bullet hole through the middle 
of his forehead.
SOLDIER
Christ.  STOP THE DRIVER!
THE PLATFORM
MUFFLED SHOUTS can be heard from the tunnel.  SOLDIERS run 
into view.
SOLDIER
THE DRIVER, IT’S HIM!
The Officer swings around.  Malcolm is gone.
THE TUNNEL
George crosses the tracks to the opposite side.  
EXT.  EMBANKMENT TUBE ENTRANCE - CONTINUOUS
Malcolm emerges, pulls off the driver's hat, tossing it 
aside.  As he walks away, George emerges from the Underground 
and follows.
A CONVOY OF MILITARY VEHICLES pulls up.  Jane jumps down from 
a jeep and runs to the Underground entrance.  She spies 
George in the distance.
JANE
GEORGE!
She runs after him as the Sergeant sees her.
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SERGEANT
(calling after Jane)
STOP!
Moving in her direction, he turns to a SOLDIER.
SERGEANT
Seal the perimeter - nobody leaves 
this area.
He sprints after Jane.
EXT.  MEN'S CLOTHING SHOP
Malcolm enters.  A CLERK is shuttering windows. 
CLERK
Closing up, sir.
MALCOLM
New suit, please.
CLERK
Sir, you should shelter.
Malcolm shuts the door, pulls the revolver, pushing it into 
the clerk's chest.  He drags him through the back.
INT.  FITTING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Malcolm leans against the wall, gesturing for the clerk to 
sit down.  The FRONT DOOR BELL RINGS.
MALCOLM
Find out who it is, put them off 
and come straight back.  I can hear 
every word.
The Clerk, trembling with fright, backs out of the room.
INT.  SHOP - CONTINUOUS
The clerk enters, sees George.
CLERK
I'm sorry, sir, we're closed.  Come 
back tomorrow.
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(CONTINUED)
The clerk disappears back into the fitting room.
THE FITTING ROOM
Opening the door, the Clerk sees Malcolm, gun raised. 
GEORGE 
- suddenly appears behind the Clerk and Malcolm FIRES.  
THE BULLET SMASHES A MIRROR NEXT TO GEORGE.  
The Clerk falls to the ground as Malcolm steps out, firing a 
SHOTS in George’s direction.
THE SHOP - CONTINUOUS
Malcolm enters cautiously.  Nobody there.  Suddenly, 
MALCOLM IS HIT ACROSS THE HEAD 
- with an IRON and falls to the ground.  As he falls, 
JANE ENTERS through the front door.  
George clutches his side, drawing back his BLOODY HAND.  
GEORGE
Get out of here!
JANE
YOU”RE HURT!
Malcolm staggers to his feet, raises the revolver.  
MALCOLM
Hello, Janie.
Malcolm points the gun at George. Jane steps between them.
JANE
Don’t.
MALCOLM
(pulling back the hammer)
I'm sorry, Jane.
The Sergeant and soldiers BURST into the shop.
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SERGEANT
DROP IT! NOW!
Malcolm looks from the Soldiers to George.
JANE
Please.  Malcolm.
SERGEANT
IT’S OVER!
Malcolm straightens his arm, swings the pistol toward the 
Soldiers who RAISE THEIR RIFLES.
ON JANE
As DEAFENING GUNFIRE rings out.  She quickly looks away from
MALCOLM
- sprawled on the ground in a pool of blood. The Soldiers 
kick his pistol away, search him. Jane kneels down.  George 
looks at his bloody shirt.
SERGEANT
Ambulance!  NOW!
One of the Soldiers finds the CIGARETTE PACK/CAMERA in 
Malcolm’s pocket, HOLDS IT UP TO THE SERGEANT. 
Jane kneels, taking George’s face in her hands.
GEORGE
Keep your promise!  
A MEDIC enters, rushes to George.
MEDIC
‘scuse me, Miss.
EXT.  STREET OUTSIDE SHOP
Jane comes out with George and the medics. They lift the 
gurney into an ambulance, slam doors, speed into the night. 
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INT.  GEORGE'S ROOM - NIGHT
Jane bursts through the door, finds the ENVELOPE on the table 
next to the runes. Nearby lies -
A LONG OBJECT WRAPPED IN BURLAP
Jane cracks the seal, unfolds
THE LETTER
She reads:  
"The runes say someone close is a traitor..."  
The WRITTEN WORDS give way to George’s VOICE:
GEORGE (V.O.)
As you read this I will be leaving.  
What is most hard is leaving you.  
Whether I have succeeded or failed, 
I do not know since the traveler 
cannot see the end of his journey.  
It is not a time for remorse, but a 
time for resolve.  Take the relic 
to the boy.  
She glances at the burlap-covered object.
GEORGE (V.O.)
By now you should know who he is.  
He is the one I have been looking 
for and will know what to do.  In 
case you regret doubting me, 
remember:  It is in the doubts of 
others that the true believer finds 
faith.  Your friend, Arthur."
She folds the letter, reaches out, touches the object.  
INT.  HOSPITAL WARD - NIGHT
George lies motionless in bed, his BREATHING labored.   
MOONLIGHT bathes the room.  Nearby, the NIGHT NURSE has dozed 
off and is snoring quietly in her cubicle.  Without a sound -
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FIVE SHADOWY FIGURES 
- pass by.  They stop at George's bed, dividing into two 
groups, one to each side. They reach out.
ON OLD MAN, ALBERT
- in a bed directly across, awakens.  He watches with 
astonishment as the shadows play across his face.
INT.  GEORGE'S ROOM -  DAWN
Jane sleeps at George's table, the burlap-wrapped object in 
her lap.  She stirs, stands.  Taking the object, she heads 
for the door.
INT.  HOSPITAL WARD
Jane rushes up to the NURSE'S STATION.
JANE
Excuse me, I’m looking for George 
Ambrose.
NURSE
So are we, Miss. I told those men 
from the authorities he just upped 
and left as far as we can tell.  
Odd. Thought he was near death.
Sitting in a wheelchair nearby, Albert speaks up.
ALBERT
I saw him.  Saw him go.
JANE
You saw him?
ALBERT
Yes.  Five women in white.  Just 
floated him.
NURSE
Have you had your medicine today, 
Albert?
ALBERT
I saw it.
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NURSE
(to Jane)
They always hide it under the 
tongue and spit it out when we're 
not looking.
ALBERT
Clear as day.  Floated out.
JANE
Thank you, nurse.  Thank you 
Albert.
INT.  TRAIN - AFTERNOON
Jane rides through landscape near the seashore, the burlap-
covered object next to her.  A magnificent rock outcropping 
is visible through the window as a large, middle-aged 
passenger leans over.
PORTLY WOMAN
That’s Merlin’s cave, you know.  
Quite the local attraction.
Jane gazes out.
EXT.  FARMHOUSE - LATE AFTERNOON
A taxi arrives, Jane pays the fare, gets out. She carries the 
burlap covered object.
INT.  FARMHOUSE KITCHEN
Jane knocks on the open door.  The WOMAN from the pharmacy 
answers.
MRS. CALDWELL
Can I help you?
JANE
Hello.
MRS. CALDWELL
Why, hello.  What are you doing all 
the way out here?
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JANE
I'm with the BBC and I'm very keen 
to talk to Martin about how he 
likes our programme.
MRS. CALDWELL
Likes it?  He can't get enough of 
those stories. It's all he talks 
about.  You'll find him up at the 
milking shed.  If he's doing what 
he's told, that is.  
Jane hurries away.
MRS. CALDWELL
(calls after)
Are you going to put him on the 
radio?
INT.  MILKING SHED - LATE AFTERNOON
As Jane enters, THE SOUNDS OF MOOING COWS pierces the silence 
though she can’t see anything.  As her eyes adjust, she spots 
MARTIN
- busily gesturing with his hands, as if he’s conducting an 
orchestra.  She follows his gaze upward to see 
A HALF DOZEN COWS LEVITATING NEAR THE CEILING.
MARTIN (O.S.)
He’s been taken, hasn’t he?
She looks back to Martin who speaks without taking his eyes 
off the cows.
MARTIN
The nature of the battle is not 
always obvious. He saved us, though 
few will know it.
JANE
He was very brave.
Martin lowers his outstretched hands and the cows slowly 
descend into their stalls. He turns, spotting the burlap 
object. His green eyes are translucent in the darkness.
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MARTIN
We haven’t much time. 
EXT.  GENTLY ROLLING HILLS - DUSK
Jane and Martin run along the hills.
MARTIN
Not much further.  
EXT.  TOP OF A HILL - DUSK
Jane and Martin reach the crest, out of breath. Below, they 
see 
AN ENORMOUS LAKE
MARTIN
Hurry!
They run down the hill.  
EXT. WATER’S EDGE - TWILIGHT
Martin approaches Jane.
MARTIN
Give it to me.
Jane uncovers the object.  For the first time she sees what 
it is 
A MAGNIFICENT SWORD
- almost blinding in its brilliance, every gem alive, every 
surface blazing, reflecting back to the lake shore the amber 
glow of the sunset.  
ON MARTIN
Now holding the sword aloft.  He raises his face to the sky 
and silently recites a prayer.
He looks back to Jane.  Then,
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HE HURLS THE SWORD
- an astounding distance for a small boy.  The sword turns 
and twists, a dazzling beacon curving towards the water.
THE LAKE
begins to BUBBLE and CHURN, like a volcano erupting on the 
lake bed, sending a spume of water high into the air.  The 
sword descends toward the water, and -
AN UNEARTHLY HAND 
- emerges from the churning waters, catching the sword, 
holding it for an instant, the light blazing more brilliantly 
than ever.  Then, the hand quickly draws the sword beneath 
the surface.
ON JANE
- smiling through tears.
INT.  DIRECTOR GENERAL’S OFFICE, BBC - DAY
Jane and Colin sit across from the D.G..  
COLIN
Ambrose's disappearance complicates 
things a great deal.  Unless he 
shows up and can prove he wasn't 
involved, the government’s position 
is that he was part of the 
conspiracy.  
Jane and the D.G. exchange looks.
JANE
Malcolm was working for the 
Germans. He had it out for the 
Prime Minister over that business 
in the War.
D.G.
We cannot release a report that 
suggests Britain's favorite actor 
was a Nazi.
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COLIN
Well then, for the sake of all 
concerned, I’ll recommend we 
classify the report’s findings.
D.G.
And Ambrose?  What about him? 
COLIN
Killed in the raid. That’s what 
we’ll say.
ON JANE
Lost in her thoughts.
D.G.
Excellent.
(to Jane)
And you, young lady. I’m pleased to 
confirm your reinstatement with the 
News division. 
(points to Colin.)
This one’s moving on as well.  Now 
that his secret’s out.
JANE
I appreciate the gesture, but I’d 
like to remain where I am. There’s 
a good deal more work to be done  
with the children’s programmes.
D.G.
Very well.  If that’s what you 
wish.
She nods.
INT. HALLWAY, BROADCASTING HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
As Jane and Colin walk.
COLIN
That bloody well worked out. 
Turning her to face him. He takes a deep breath.
COLIN
Dinner?
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JANE
I’m afraid I have other plans.
He musters a smile.
COLIN
Of course.  Well, good night.
She leans in, kisses his cheek.
JANE
Goodbye, Colin.
She turns and walks away.
INT.  BOY'S DORMITORY - NIGHT
They enter and the boys run to Jane.  As she greets them, 
Oliver makes his way carrying A LARGE BOOK.
OLIVER
Could we start at the beginning?
JANE
Of course.
She drops to a small bench, pulling Oliver onto her lap.  
JANE
(reading)
"Arthur reached forth and grasped 
the hilt of Excalibur in his hands.  
And then, with no effort at all, he 
pulled it completely from the 
stone.  Ector and the others fell 
to the ground, lowering their 
heads.  Then Arthur said..."
Oliver stands, interrupts.
OLIVER
"Dear father, why kneel you thus to 
me?"
Jane, smiles her approval to the little boy, goes back to the 
book.
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(CONTINUED)
JANE
(reading)
"Ector replied, "We kneel not 
before a son, but in the presence 
of the greatest of souls."  And 
then he rose up, shouting for the 
whole world to hear..."
ON THE BOYS
Leaping up together, shouting:
BOYS
"Long live King Arthur!"
Jane pauses, closes her eyes.  Composes herself.  A small 
hand tugging at her sleeve brings her back.
OLIVER
And then what happens?
Recovering, she looks over them all and smiles.  Turning the 
page, she continues reading as we -
FADE OUT
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